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Get Concerned

Little Government Support, Action Needed
by Steve Patten
Quality post-secondary education
simply cannot continue without
increased financial contributions
from our governments.
If universities, community
colleges and other post-secondary
educational institutions are to fulfill
the generally accepted objectives of
educating the populace, training
people for professions, conducting
basic and applied research,
strengthening our Canadian
cultures and servicing the
community, government funding
must receive renewed attention as a
priority issue.
A provincial government states
very clearly that there must be a new
provision for funding to meet the
cost of inflation and the cost of
faculty and staff career
advancement. The provincial
government must also provide for a
modest rate of real growth in
funding and provide for an
additional 25 million dollars
annually for equipment and
furniture replacement.

Universities In Ontario
are in a near crisis
situation.

It is necessary that concerned
citizens work together to bring
attention to the importance of a
university
strong and healthy
system. Support for our higher
educational institutions must be
increased through a positive
information campaign.
Post-secondary institutions "are
part of the intellectual and cultural
fabric of society. The enduring
strength of a society ultimately rests
more on these institutions than on
industrial, economic or military
power" according to the federal task
force report.
Thorough Canadianization of
industry, economic initiatives such
as the BILD program, general
economic development and
progress-none of these "will be
successful unless universities which
provide the base for innovations,
technology and development are
maintained" says the task force.
Universities in Ontario are in a
near crisis situation. Although WLU
has managed to acquire favourable
financial strength, this strength will
not continue without increased
government support. Other
universities will not continue at all
without increased government
support.
One university last year came
within two business days of not
being able to meet its payroll
obligations. University construction
has slowed. Equipment and library
acquisitions are not at acceptable
standards in all Ontario
Universities. Quality education is
threatened by the present situation.
The Ontario government
committee report states that "a
major restructuring of the current
university system will be needed to
provide the best service that can be
obtained with the (presently)
available funding."
The suggested restructuring or
"rationalization" of our university
system proposes "one comprehensive university capable of offering a
very broad range of high-quality
programs at all degree levels. The
province would have more than four
continued on page 4

Six-hundred Students Lined Up Monday to Voice Their Concern with Funding Issue

Pic by Rodger Tschanz

Wrye Attacks Under funding
by Jerry Zeidenberg
In a meeting at WLU last Wednesday, the provincial Liberal party's
new Universities Critic, Bill V ye, attacked the Conservative
government's record of underfunding.
Heannounced that he is conducting a tour ofOntario's universities,
in part to encourage administration, faculty and students to speak
out loudly on the need to tund the system properly."
Wrye said that he favours the recommendations of the Fisher
Report, which advised the government to keep funding in step with
inflation.TheFisher Report, namedafter Deputy Minister ofColleges
and Universities Harry Fisher, examined and confirmed theclaim that
post-secondary education is under-financed. The report was issued in
August.
Wrye doubts, however, the Minister of Education, Bette
Stephenson, will take-up its recommendations.
The Universities Critic blamed the province, rather thanthe federal
government, for the present financial dilemma. He said Ottawa has
been steadily increasing its contributions to post-secondary
education, and only recently has threatened to reduce its

Leaders

Petition
to

Federal Cabinet

Ministers involved in cutbacks.

Belle

Stephenson. Walter Mclean and Herb Epp

We, the students of Wilfrid
Laurier University, as a collective
group, are concerned about the
present state of Ontario
Universities.
Universities play an integral role
in a country's economic and cultural
development.
If Canada and Ontario are to
benefit from a strong University
system, we
believe government
funding must play a major role. We
urge the federal government to
continue block grant funding with

the recommendations of the Breau
Report taken into consideration
We also urge the Ontario
provincial government to adjust
their funding to make provisions for
meeting the costs of inflation and the
cost of faculty and staff career
advancement. The provincial
government should also provide for
a modest rate of real growth in
funding and an additional annual
$25 million equipment andfurniture
replacement grant.

contribution. Queen's Park, on the other hand,, has failed all along to
increase its share of the burden.
Furthermore, the province has channelledfederal money intended
for use in the education system into other areas.
"Some of the money that was really earmarked for post-secondary
education from Ottawa, in the years 1978-1979, didn't actually get
placed into the education system. It went for roads, or rent for some
pulp-and-paper company, or to pay for the Premier's plane. Or who
knows where?"
Wrye was accompanied by former Universities Critic John
Sweeney, and by Waterloo's MPP Herb Epp.
Mr. Epp said that William Davis found the money to build up the
school system while he was education minister, but ironically, as
Premier, is unwilling to give adequate funds to Dr. Stephenson.
Wrye and his colleagues agreed that the moneyis available, but that
it has simply been allocated to other ministries. "It is simply a matter
of proprities," declared Mr. Sweeney. "The government is willing to
borrow $6.5 million for Suncor, but hasn't got any money for
education."
"A government that can take over Suncor has got its priorities all
out of whack," Wrye added.

Yield

Support

an informal meeting held last
Wednesday with Joe Veit, WLUSU
President, Kate Harley, ViceThe Fisher Report is a "Report of President, Steve Patten, Commisthe Committee on the Future Role sioner o\ University Affairs, Bill
of universities in Ontario" Wyre, MPP (Windsor-Sandwich),
commissioned D> tnc Oovernn,. :;i who is the opposition critic for the
of Ontario.
Ministry of Universities and
To put it in simple terms, the Colleges, and John Marchbank,
committee recognizes the need for MPP (Sudbury), along with several
the maintenance of a university concerned students.
education to ensure that the
At this meeting the implications
"innovations, technology and of the Fisher Report were examined.
developments" proposed by Wyre felt that thestudents should let
provincial economic development their concerns be known. Students
programs (BILD and IDEA must "start screaming" tell the
programs) in Ontario.
government that "enough is
John Sweeney, MPP (Kitchener- enough" and that "muddling
Wilmot) echoed this position during through is not acceptable."
by Kate Harley
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M-Jrm. JLJTm and his
Paramount Jazz Band

||k Back by Popular Demand!
an evening of pure
WL
WjMKk enjoyment" - K-W Record
|§ Sunday October 25 - 8:00 p.m.
Wk $8.00 $10.00 $12.00
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But if you don't study it, you may miss one!

Mennonite Massed Choir

SAUL

GrayCoach

AN ORATORIO
BYG. F. HANDEL

WOfrid Laurier University Winter Time Table

Assisted by: The Kitchener-Waterloo
Symphony Orchestra
Conducted by: Jan Overduin
Special Stage Effects by: Earl Stieler

(Bus stops on University Aye. at the Theatre Auditorium.)

To Toronto
Leaves Campus:
Monday to Fridays at
3:50 p.m. fi? 5:10 p.m.
Fridays at
1&05 p.m., 3:10 p.m. & 5:10 p.m.

300 Voice Massed

Soloists: Dan Lichti, Frederic Wieler,
Ed Weins, Peter Mahon, Nick Kaethler,,.
Irene Neufeld, Margaret Elligsen
j^%

(or day before Fri. Hoi. only)

Return Buses from Toronto to Campus
Monday thru Friday
6:45 a.m
Monday or Day after Mon. Hoi. (Express)
6:45 a.m
7:30 p.m, 8:30 p.m.
& 11:00 p.m
Sunday or Monday Hoi.
For tickets and information call:
Kitchener Terminal
Gaukel & Joseph St.
Telephone: 742-4469
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Reynolds Takes Birds-eye View
Point

by Wes Frost

Many thanks to the WLU
bookstore for what looks to be a fine
"Meet the Author Series". The first
in a series of three was presented on
Oct. 6 by wildlife photographer,
William Reynolds in the Paul
Martin Centre. Mr. Reynolds
demonstrated a tremendous
knowledge of photography and
wildlife.
Reynolds' book "Point Pelee"
contains a breathtaking selection of

Pelee's natural wonders,
captured clearly and artistically by
an obviously excellent photographer. These photographs are only the
choice few taken from over 8,000
slides of Point Pelee
The purpose of Re
ook is
to give people a view ..fan animals'
lile trom his level and point of view
(which according to Mr. Reynolds,
often means groping around on his
belly for good shots).
Reynolds is very familiar with
Laurier. He graduated here with a

''

streams. He also pointed out the

BA in Religion and Culture in 1974,
has been an instructor in the Fine
Arts department, and has gone on to
become one ofCanada's best known
wildlife photographers.
In Mr. Reynold's slide-talk, he
presented some of the humourous
aspects of wildlife photography as
well as pointing out the serious
jeopardy much of Canada's wildlife
is facing.
Mr. Reynolds expressed his
concern about the toxic poisons
pouring into Canada's lakes and

seriousness of crowded beaches in
the summer months which frighten
and sometimes kill birds along
lakeshores where many birds nest.
He stated that 15 or 20 years from
now many wild creatures will not
exist anymore if things continue as
they are.
Since Point Pelee is two-thirds
marsh, many birdwatchers do the
most damage to the park by
forgetting to look down. Hopefully,
with such concerned people as

Caravan

Fair a Success
by Jerry Zeidenberg

Wilfrid Laurier's Career Fair was
again a success. Over 1,500students
attended the Fair last Wednesday,
meeting 136 different representatives from the business world and

Devy

government.

According to Marjorie Millar,
WLU's Director of Career Services,
the employers who came to the event
were" 100% satisfied with it." They
found Laurier students to be
"informed and pleasant to talk to."
She also said the Career Fair has

Bus

FP

by

Pic
grown larger, with many more
employers in attendance this year
than in 1980. However, the

Students Take

Are you interested in business or
economics? If so, you have a voice in
the form of two business
representatives and three economics
representatives.
These students have been elected
by you to serve as a liason betwen
the students and the faculty. The
involvement includes discussions
and voting on such issues as:
curriculum, professor evaluations,
hiring and petitions.
Many of the terms of decisions are
not clear yet, but with future
business and council meetings, we

Chain

Due to need for...

William Reynolds, each person will
become more familiar with
wildlife and the danger it faces. His
next book dealing with the north
country and the Canadian Shield is
being prepared now. It will, no
doubt, be as successful as his first.
Don't forget to attend the sessions
with George Jonas on Oct. 29, and
W.O. Mitchell on Dec. 1. With such
tine authors scheduled, the series is
predicted to be informative,
interesting and worthwhile. Don't
miss it!

an

appeal more to
business and science students than
to those in Arts.

representatives

Interest

Honours Eco.
will keep you informed, especially of Gordon Payne
General Eco.
Taylor
scenes.
Tim
what is going on behind the
The names of the representatives
and their corresponding year of
Office hours are Monday 11:00study are:
-1:00, Wednesday 9:00-11:00, and
4th yr. bus
Nancy Todhunter
4th yr. Bus
Thursday 11:00-1:00 in PlOO6. The
Nino Silvestri
3rd yr. Co-op above names and their phone
Rhonda Groves
3rd,yr. Bus
Peter Campbell
numbers can be located in the
3rd yr. Bus
Lynda Carter
undergrad lounge, first floor of the
2nd yr. Bus
vivian Conway
Peter's Building.
2nd yr. Bus;
Kelly Mewhinney
Currently, you can call to arrange
Ist yr. Bus
an appointment with the desired
Barb Muma
Honours Eco representatives.
John McKendrick

Blocks

Good Reporting

more advertising space...

t j,ere js n o news today.

Pulls

In

World University service of Canada, in conjunction with SOCAN,
the Sociology Club at Wilfrid Laurier University, presents
CARAVAN, an internationalhandicraft sale and exhibition. The sale
is at the Wilfrid Laurier University campus starting on Monday
October 26, 1981 to Wednesday October 28, 1981 and will be open
daily from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Visit the
Student Union Building at the W.L.U. campus.
CARAVAN features a wide selection of handicrafts rich in
tradition and beautiful in design. CARAVAN products are hand
crafted originals made by cooperatives and self-help organizations
around the world and in Canada.
CARAVAN is sponsored by the World University Service of
Canada, a non-profit organization composed of faculty, students,
administrators, and alumni concerned with the issues ofinternational
development.
CARAVAN handicrafts include beadwork, carvings, batiks, toys,
carpets, alpaca knits—sweaters, ponchos, ruanas, plus many other
practical and decorative crafts. The countries represented include
Afganistan, Kenya, Sri Lanka, Ecuador, Lesotho, Cameroons,
Bolivia, Haiti, and many othercountries including Indian and Eskimo
crafts from Canada.

BACCHUS PRESENTS
The Commissioner of University Affairs,
WL USU, is pleased to announce the appointment of
Brenda Davy as Director of BACCHUS Services

By-Election Results
ARTS DIRECTORS

larbara Doyle
iandi Carson
)ave Menary
darg Polti
Jreg Heater

BUSINESS DIRECTORS

65
51
34
30
25

.ynda Carter

33

im Gourd

Career Week Planned
"Take Time to Plan Your
Career," is the themefor this year's
Canada Career Week. Placement
and Career Services at WLU will be
running a special Community
Career Night presentation, Wed.,
Nov. 4 at 7 pm. Also all resume,

interview skills and job search
workshops held that week will be
open to community attendance.
Call 884-1970, Ext. 495 for
further information on times and
room numbers.
Everyone welcome.

Classified Unclassified
by Jerry Zeidenberg

congolmerate. FP, on the other

hand, is primarily a business
The recent Kent Commission organization, which owns
report "has generated more heat Simpsons, the Bay, Zellers and an oil
than light," says a major news- company. Its main concern is not to
media researcher. Professor Fred produce good reporting, but rather
Fletcher of York University went to make hefty profits.
Fletcher continued to needle the
on to clarify some ol the report's
hotly-debated issues, during a guest FP chain, saying its policy of making
lecture at WLU last Wednesday. people with little journalistic
The Kent Commission produced experience the publishers of its
great controversy with its harsh papers was further proof of its aims.
attack on newspaper conglomerates. FP papers are run, he noted, by
However, Fletcher says the accountants, not journalists.
Professor Fletcher went on to say
concentration of newspapers under
a single owner does not necessarily that newspapers are of critical
mean that quality will decline. importance. They have a central role
He cited as examples Southam to play within the media, and in
Press and the FP chain, which relation to political life.
Unlike radio and TV reporters,
together own about 50% of
Canada's dailies. According to print journalists have time to think
Fletcher, FP Publications, owner of about the stories they write, to assess
the Globe and Mail and 39 other the significance of news events, and
dailies, is an example of a bad- to follow them up. The electronic
quality chain while Southam, owner media are too busy, generally, to do
of the Toronto Star, was said to be in-depth reporting.
generally quite good.
Newspapers also have the
Southam, he said, is a advantage of permanence -they
conglomerate, but is a news can be referred to at any time.

Fletcher, moreover, found that
papers set the pace for radio and TV
news departments, which base their
reporting agendas on newspaper
stories.
The print media is ofconsiderable
importance to politics, as it was
found that politically attuned
citizens rely on it for their
understanding of issues.
Legislators were found in his
study to make use of newspaper
reports of meetings, as those
prepared by their staff are too long.
In agreement with the Kent
report, Fletcher suggested that taxincentives would improve the
quality of the Canadian press. These
might include tax write-offs for
maintaining correspondents, and
penalties for failing to allot space to
news. (In some papers, advertising
has been found to take up more
space than news.)
Professor Fletcher added that the
independence of journalists should
be increased by allowing them to
unionize, as reporters have done in

Quebec.

is Okayr-We're Human
For information on local
events, or councilling, call 884-4569
(Gay Liberation of Waterloo),

Student Stereo is here! After two
very successful years at Western,
we've expanded to three other
universities in Ontario. For discount
prices on Alpine, Akai, Cerwin,
Vega, JVC, Yamaha and much
Expert Typing Service (IBM more cal shawn your campus
Selectnc 11/III)--Standard service: representative before you bu\ He U
Correction of errors in spelling, beat any price we guarantee n;
grammar and punctuation. 886- Home-886-7019
6275/ 886-8089.

Being
Too.

Gay

,

..

Hey "Girls on the Corner"
We have honoured you with our
company, dined you on popcorn
and brought you marshmellows—all
we want to know is this—what the
hell are you going to do for us? Eh!
The Great White Northerners

-

RESUMES—For you, we do it all:
the wording, the layout; a
professional format, a great
impression. Don't wring your
hands; ring us (886-8089). P.S.—Ask
about our special disk-file resume
service for CO—OP STUDENTS.

Classified Unclassified
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continued from pg. 1
full service universities offering a
more restricted range of highquality programs at all degree levels.
Also, the province would have four
or five special purpose institutions,
including some designed specifically
to serve Northern Ontario."

On the "rumoured" list of
nine to ten universities to
be kept, WLU is not to be
found.

On the "rumoured" list ofnine to
ten universities to be kept, WLU is
not to be found. The four-thousand

students of Laurier that presently
live withinand benefit theKitchener
Waterloo community might soon
find themselves attending a different
school.
The chronic underfunding of
Ontario Universities is largely the
fault of the provincial government.
In plain and simple terms, public

concern for the stability of renegotiated March 31st, 1982.
universities is not high, thus
It is expected that the November
government support for the stability 3rd budget will announce plans in
of universities is not urgent.
relation to EPF and the 1.5-2 billion
The answer to the- problem is dollars of cuts to post-secondary
institutions.
equally plain but far from simple.
We must assist in every possible way
to build concern and understanding
about the need for a strong and
Cuts of this size could
vibrant post-secondary educational
not be replaced by the
system.
The federal government is
provincial governments.
determined to cut 1.5 to 2 billion
dollars from its fiscal transfers to the
provinces. Presently, the lack of
Cuts of this size could not be
public concern for, and
replaced
by the provincial
understanding of the need for
which in Ontario's
governments,
continued federal support of
underfunding. It
universities will make it easy for the case, is already
an increase ofalmost 300
would
take
federal government to make it's
percent in tuition to replace the
planned cuts.
funds that would be lost to Ontario
The present agreement, The
universities. Such large tuition
Established Programs Financing increases,
would not take place.
Act (EPF), which is the vehicle for
Thus university operating
an estimated transfer of some 3.6
revenues will fall. The quality of
billion dollars from the federal
revenues will fall; the quality of
government to the provinces during
higher education will fall. Research
1981-82 for the financing of postand development will decrease. The
secondary education, is due to be

strength of our society will be
damaged.
The only way to stop these
massive cuts, cuts far more
devastating to universities than the
past underfunding of the provincial
government, is to create public
concern.
Provincial and federal members
recognize the concern of the
university community, but we all
must face economic reality; money is
scarce and funding must be
-estricted.

we must create great
concern.

public

This is far too vital an issue to
allow such attitudes to prevail.
Political reality dictates that money
is available for high priority projects
of great public concern. We must
create great public concern. We
must tell our politicians that postsecondary education is a high
priority issue.

NOT JUST A

UNIYERSITT ISSUE

Goal Setting for Better Relationships
by Karin Neukamm

Goal setting is something that we
should all do. Without setting goals
our progress through school, work,
and life in general is aimless. But if
we set goals—short term as well as
long term— we will derive more
satisfaction from our accomplishments. The "hows and whys" are
described here in what I call the
"small goal setting technique."
Long term goals are important to
set and, as evidenced by our
presence at Laurier, we have all set
certain academic and career goals
for ourselves. Yet in working
towards these goals itis important to
set and then achieve intermediate
goals. By doing this we can check up
on our progress and not become
discouraged by what sometimes

seems to be a slow period. half hour every day to working at
important relationships.
These intermediate or "small" new friendships—to sit and chat for a
Thirdly, consider developing new
goals may not necessarily relate while perhaps-and then check on recreational skills and interests here
at Laurier. Obviously, considering
directly to our studies. Rather a your progress every now and again,
considerable amount of planning this will go a long way towards the multitude of clubs and
should go to the very valuable broadening your circle of friends.
intramural activities offered, you
actions of developing new friends,
More difficult sometimes than must single out the activity that most
interests or challenges you. The
new recreational activities and making new friends while at
interests while maintaining old university is maintaining old ones. It payoff comes in the form of
succeeding at a new or familiar
friends and responsibility. is far too easy to let old friendships
Take developing new friends to die—and the time will come when activity and having fun in the
process. But definitely set yourself
~begin. University is a great place to you and your best friend from highthe goal to get involved.
meet people of similar background school will get together and you will
A fourth major area concerns
and interests—potential for very have nothing to talk about. The
Successful friendships. And
saying "make new friends but keep students and therefore requires
although the same old questions ilk old. one is si
ana the other p.anning: becoming independent of
gold" holds true.
Mom and Dad while retaining their
"Where are you from?", "What are
The people you grew up with respect and approval. Right about
you taking?" get tiresome, they are
now, Mom and Dad are probably
should always have a special status
easy starting points.
feeling very left out. Junior has gone
From there you have to work at and by setting yourself the "small
developing friends. And this is goal" of either making one phone off to school with borrowed funds,
high expectations and some
where the "small goal setting call or writing one letter on a
particular day each week you ensure excitement, but he doesn't seem to
technique" comes in. If you set
yourself the goal of devoting one that you will keep up those appreciate his parents' worry and
effort that got him there. And the
situation obviously deteriorated as
evidenced on Thanksgiving
weekend when Junior realized he
hadn't yet given his parents his new
phone number.
This is a very serious area of
concern to students and goalsetting
can play a large part in a successful
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responsibility.
I have touched on some of the
areas for which the "small goal
setting technique" can be used.Now
come the "hows and whys".
First, whv 9
By setting goals for yourself, you
are actively takingresponsibility for
your future. It pays handsome
returns in two forms: 1) You
experience the satisfaction of simply
having set a goal and accomplishing
it, regardless of content 21 You
improve your skills, relationships
and whatever else you decide to use
the technique on.
How?
Decide specifically what it is that
you want to accomplish, write it
down, work towards it and
periodically check up on your
progress. But be specific. It is much
easier to work at "making one call
every Sunday to an old friend" than
to work at the vague goal of
"keeping in touch with my friends
from home". Writing down detailsdates, times, figures—ensures that
you can later check on your
progress,
important step in
achieving you goals.
And in the long run, your goals
will be nsier to succeed at and much
more rewarding.

outcome. Plan to keep in regular
contact with your parents by writing
or calling on a regular basis. It need
not be every night to check in before
you go to bed; infrequent and
regular does the job too. Your

Howza 'bouta Sauza?
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parents will appreciate your
consideration and will recognize you
attempts at regular correspondance
as signs of your growing sense of
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VIEWPOINT
Sex Means Caring

by Dan Little
I really don't know how to start
this article, so at the risk of being
blunt—Have you ever really thought
about sex? Okay, stop laughing, this
isn't a laughing matter.
Even as a freshman student you
quickly learn how commonplace sex
is in the world of the student. We are
reminded every time we walk into
the nurses's office, every time we
find a condom coupon in the 'grabit' bags, and every time we go to a
party. How do you feel about that?
It is a question only you can answer
for ..Mjrself.
S.-x is no doubt enjoyable, but it
is diho the deepest most meaningful
expression of love man and woman
can share. As such it is an experience
that shouldn't be squandered on a
relationship that doesn't merit it, or
isn't strong enough to handle the
commitment that goes with the act.

The joys of sex aside, do you ever
consider the negative side? We all
know that the more active you are,
the better your chances of catching
more than a cold. However, other
than the immediate physical risk,
what of the possibility of pregnancy
and the less visible, though just as
real, problem of emotional
vulnerability?
It is amazing how sex between
husband and wife, resulting in the
birth of a child, fills them with joy.
Yet perhaps you know someone,
(maybe even yourself) who has
found his/her life, goals, and plans
totally changed because of an
unexpected pregnancy. Because I
am male, I can only really
understand what a guy feels in this
situation. It would seem you have
brutally mangled someone's dreams
and future by having helped create a
child for whom no one was
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Question of the

prepared. Ask a friend whohas gone
through it, the guilt isn't worth the
risk.
Finally, all the contraception
methods in the book won't save you
from this last fact. What is it about
sex that brings people so close
together? It isn't the mere act. Once
you experience sex with someone,
you become emotionally naked to
each other- and that means you are
vulnerable in the deepest sense. In
marriage this is the stage when man
and woman are spiritually and
emotionally one, at the ultimate
plateau. But if you don't have that
security and devotion, you are in
danger of damaging your ability to
totally love anyone ever again.
I'm not making a case for the
Moral Majority, rather I urge you,
men and women both, to seriously
consider what meaning sex has for
you and the person you care for
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Have you signed the petition
on university funding? Do
you think it will be effective?

"Yes

i have signed the petition. I

believe this approach is a great deal
more effective than boycotting. It
stresses informing the students,
answering questions and

responsibility.

Joe Veit, President of
Fourth year sociology

WLUSU

Concentration Camp of the 80's
ately none of these countries have
responded to the problem in any
"South Africa: Flexing Its noticeable way. The American
Muscle" was the title of a paranoia towards communism
presentation given at Waterloo's fueled by the election of Ronald
fcmfnanuel United Church by Hugh Reagan and the subsequent rightMcCullum on October 5. McCullum wing moral majority movement has
author, iournaiibi, and editor of the in fact encouraged the tightening up
Unite Church of Canada's of South Africa's system.
Obsercr magazine provided the
As McCullum pointed out, the
audience with a thought provoking election of Ronald Reagan is "the
seminar based on his numerous trips best thing thatcould have happened
to South Africa and its surrounding to South Africa—they now have a
nations. (On his most recent visit he friend in the U.N. and a friend is his
was denied entry to the white foreign policy." And Reagan's
republic when officials thererefused foreign policy with respect to South
to issue him a visa).
Arfica is non-existent. The speaker
In addition to informing the claims that except for the odd
public about the problems in and "nudge" of disapproval, ade only
around South Africa, the overall for thesake ofappearance, "the U.S.
objective of th series of talks (six in supports the maintenance of the
all) is, in McC.ullums words, "to
status quo—and South Africa knows
influence poncv .nakci* here and it."
Canada's foreign policy, as
abroad." In otht vords, the talks
are designed, like related projects.
McCullum describes it, sadly carries
sponsored b> CLSO, Oxfam, and a "made in U.S.A. stamp". Only the
the Global Community Centre, to very worst incidents of oppression
motivate people, to get them have stirred any reaction whatsoever
seriously thinking about just what in this country.
Yet, alarmingly, the hold South
can be done. Canada, according to
McCullum, is one of five nations Africa has upon its black
(the U.S., Great Britain, France and inhabitants is tightening, and at the
West Germany are the others),
same time spreading to surrounding
most capable of altering South 'nations, of all these, Nambia
African policy.
incurs the wrath of the white
He claims that if these five nations minority more pointedly than the
were to simultaneously withdraw all others. A German colony prior to
economic support from South World War One, Nambia (formerly
Africa (by imposing trade called South West Africa) was
sanctions/embargoes) the resulting governed by South Africa under a
decline in the whites' standard of League Of Nations mandate until
living would be more than enough to 1966.
In that year the U.N. discontinued
force the white controlled
government into developing some the mandateand South Africa began
sort of power-sharing framework its continuing scramble for control.
with the black majority. While numerous negotiations held
Currently, as everyone realizes, between 1975 :ind 1980 sought to
the white minority controls the release Nambia from the South
black population through a policy African hold, <in were unsuccessful.
known as Apartheid—a term In McCullum's words, the talks were
translated in white bouiti African "sabotaged" Hv South Africa and
terms as "separate development". In "the Nambian situation is no closer
the eyes of the world, Apartheid has
to being setneu now than it was
long been an objectionable twenty years ago."
South A iVica continues to resist,
philosophy. But maintained solely
for the economic benefit ofthe white indeed to prevent through military
minority, it is no longer even this. As intervention, U.N. efforts to give
a philosophy, an ideology Nambia the same independance as
comparable to Adolf Hitler's policy that attained by Zimbabwe.
of "liebensraum" VTcC :''um says Economic exploitation of the
Apartheid is no longer adhered to: it
territory, naturally rich in uranium,
has merei> become a convenient platinum and gems, had become
method of keeping the black South Africa's highest priority. And
majority in line, and more although two black liberation
importantly, an excuse for economic movements, SWAPO (South West
greed.
Africa Peoples Organization) and
While white South African PLAN (People's Liberation of
propagandists'have defended their Namibia), have bravely battled the
nation's actions as a protectionary white regime, they have proven no
measure against the evils of match for the numbers occupying
communism and a means of Namibia, reported to be as high as
preserving the merits of true seventy thousand.
Western-style Christianity, most
Angola's position, as McCullum
nations of theworld have chosen not outlined it, is not any better.
to accept such claims. But aside
Invaded by South Africa in 1978
from the occasional rap on the after claims that SWAPO (based in
South African knuckles, unfortunAngola) was receiving military aid
by Greg Barber

•■

from the Soviet Union, Angola had
become the site of a series of battles
that have since developed into fullfledged guerrilla warfare. And while
South Africa continues to ravage the
country almost daily, the world
powers, especially the U.S., look
away. Indeed as McCullum stated,
"Ronald Reagan and many others
have blindly accepted South Africa's
claim that communism is spreading
into Angola and must be stopped at
any cost."
Such claims, of course, are
exaggerated at best, and South
Africa's interference in Angola is an
integral part of what appears to be
the nation's master plan: to control
politically, economically and
socially the seven nations
surrounding it: Mozambique,
Lesotho, Swaziland. Botswana,
Zimbabwe, and of course Nambia
and Angola. Wun tremendous
inroads already make into the last
two, and a degree of economic
control already maintained over all
these nations, this plan may be
reaching its point of completion
more quickly than any of us realize.
One wonders, however, just how
long South Africa can continue to
play what amounts, in McCullum's
words, to "a very dangerous game".
Can the nation forever feed on the
American preoccupation with
communism in order to maintain
control over its neighbours? Can it
continue to flog "western-style
Christianity" as the perfect excuse
for its actions?
And how long will the nation's
oppressed black majority continue
to put up with the horrendous lives
they are forced to lead for the sake of
white greed? These questions maybe
unanswerable, but predictions are
always possible.
I predict, with little hesitation,
that unless the nations ofthe western
world can do better than they have
been in the past, nothing in or
around South Africa will change.
Hesitation, debate and discussion
have, as McCullum pointed-out, led
nowhere. If economic sanctions and
trade embargoes remain the only
alternative they must be
implemented.
And if the U.S. shows no interest
in such a plan, as it has in the past, let
another nation lead the way. The
South African situation is, as one
member of McCullum's audience
pointedly put it, "very real and very
painful." It merits our attention and
it demands our involvement.
In McCullum's view, our job as
individuals is to put pressure on our
government to take action. If
nothing is done, if the nations of the
western world choose to close their
eyes to the problem as they have
done so many times betore, South
Africa's role as a concentration
camp of the 1980's will never be
reversed.

"No. I haven't signed. It probabvly

won't be effective but it can't hurt."

Steve Heldman

Fourth

year

Business

Diploma

"No, 1 haven't. 1 thmK it wouia oe
effective if there are enough names
on the list and if it was presented to
the authorities in a convincing way."

Karen Gillespie
Third year Economics
Psychology

and

"Yes, I have. I don't know if it will
be effective. I hope so. I don't want
to have to pay an extra thousand
dollars next year."
Scott Bradshaw
First year Business

Craig Mcßride
Third year Economics

Law
Third year Economics
Bey

"No, not yet.

1 hope

it

worKs

because the universities are in need.
q{ funding and kWt restrict
enrollment for other students."
"No. I think it will be effective
depending on the student response;"

Craig: As a collection of all
universities it could be effective.
Bey: I agree.

•
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EDITORIAL
What Ever Happened to Jabber Wocky?
There are certain
enigmas in life you just
cannot ignore—no matter
who you are, where you
live or what you do. They
plague us all our living days
and we even come to
recognize them as an
accepted way of existing.

Like-where do all the

socks go after you put them
in the dryer? (My personal
theory is the altered
universe explanation. The
is
back of the dryer
connected to a dimension

Bitch!

As editor of the paper, I
have had the opportunity
of experiencing some ofthe
moods and comments of a
good cross-section of the
student populace. I
appreciate hearing the
"beefs" of students but I
am a bit disappointed that
these opinions seldom get~
beyond the "beefing"
stage.

The lack of any written
response to issues around
the school' is quite
alarming. CASE IN

warp, so another being on
another planet is getting
your sock in their dryer.)
Who puts the toothpaste
in the tube? Of what use is a
reinforced crotch on
pantyhose? Where is point
A and point B? Who
invented mothers who say,
"I told you so"?

These just aren't
important topics of
conversation. I bet there is
hardly any research being
done about the inverse law
of vending machines—you

POINT: In the last issue of
the Cord there appeared an
item on page two which
among other things
advertised the availability
of safe abortions at a clinic
near Detroit, Michigan.
Following the distribution
of that issue I discovered
that numerous people were
offended by the presentation of the ad. Whether or
not the ad was offensive is a
matter of personal opinion,
the point of the matter is
this: I received no letters

have a better chance of

losing your money when
you are at your hungriest.
When I find out why
guy's shirts button from
right to left and girl's left to
right (or is it the other way
around?) I'll let you know.
In the meantime, let's
invest our resources into
discovering the "facts"
about the more important
aspects of daily life.
See you on the flip side,
Sonya Ralph Bandy
P.S. What side is the flip
side?

criticizing the judgementof
the Cord in the printing of
such an advertisement.
The Cord along with any
other newspaper is
responsible for its actions.
We are ready to defend
ourselves. "Questionable
copy" is examined
carefully by the staff. If we
find no reason for not
printing it, we will. It is up
to you, the student, to
either object or praise our
judgement.

by Rodger Tschanz

LETTERS
Only a By-Election
On Tuesday October 13th there
was a bv-ekvuoii for three Board'of
Director members. Did you know
that? It's odvious :;.„[ noi 100 many
people did because only
approximately 100 people of 1500
voted, that were in Business.
I think that this was a very poorly
mcd election.
organized ana
Firstly, there was no sort of
advertising telling people the day of
voting. When
why, the Chief
r >-p!ie«l that ;t was
Electoral Offi
'Only a by-election. Nice attitude.
As for timing, it couldn't have
been a worse time Campaigning
started on a Tuesday, Thursday was

"

Blushing Brides, people were all
home for Thanksgiving and posters
had to be down Monday night. That
left effectively Tuesday and
Wednesday to do any sort of
campaigning.
Another point ofinterest was with
the poster policy. Many a candidate
had lost due to negligence of
adhering to the rules. It appeared
that the CEO didn't take much
notice as to the following of the
rules. I guess it was because it was
only a by-election. I most certainly
hope he takes a better attitude next

election.

by Steve Wilkie

Textbook Ripoff
Another $19.25 for ANOTHER

American textbook! When will this

SUNDAY
BRUNCHKINS

MEET THE AUTHOR!

Mr
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THURS. OCT. 29th, 3:30 p.m.
in the Paul Martin Centre
Refreshments and talk by the author
of Final Decree, his long-awaited
first novel, "a work of literature."
Also co-author with Barbara Amiel
of the best-selling true crime classic,
By Persons Unknown.

Sponsored by the
Bookstore in the Concourse

end?
A lot of second year Business
students recently plunked down
more money for their "Accounting
Sampler", a book that consists of
accounting-related articles
published in the United States. The
compilation of articles is a great
idea, except for the fact that most of
the-articles focus on the American
system and their statistics which
have little relevance in Canadian
university studies. I'm sure that
Business is noi the only faculty in
which the use of American books is
prevalent.
Considering Canada's weak
economy, I question the wisdom of
using American textbooks and
sending our inflated dollars into the
U.S. Are there not any Canadian
books that would serve our purposes
just as well? I am sure that enough
talent can be found in our
distinguished universities and in the
professional talent pool to produce
books that are relevent to Canadian
students and which would keep
Canadian dollars at home.
-by Emily Powers

Illlllllllllllllillllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllilllllllllllllll
"I am pregnant?"
"But I took precautions."
•"What ami goingto donow?"
Call Birthright for help
and information

G

Birthright
579-3990

We've moved to:
30 Francis St. S.
o

lllilllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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ENTERTAINMENT
Rolling With The Blushing Brides

Diane Pitts
The Stones came to life for many
pug-goers at the Turret recently as
exhibited by the raunchy but highly
imitative music of The Blushing
Brides.
As was indicated by the capacityfilled Turret, people were expecting
a wild an entertaining evening and,
as indicated by the constantly
congested floor, they weren't
disappointed.
The Brides captured the audience
with such songs as "Satisfaction",
"Sympathy for the Devil", and
"Honky Tonk Woman". However,
what I felt to be a definite defect in
their performance was the fact that
the songs were drawn out to rather
wearisome lengths. Nonetheless, the
crowd loved it. The lead singer
seems to have Jagger's moves down
by

to perfection. He writhed around on

stage like a thing possessed, climbed
the speakers and even went so far as
to pour a bucket of water over
himself and threw the remains on
the crowd. The crowd loved it all.
Needless to say, he appealed to the
debauchery nature innate in all of
us.
Unlike previous groups, The
Blushing Brides performed for a
reasonable length of time. They
started only a few minutes past 9:00
p.m. and their final song ended very
close to 12:00 p.m.
Once again, The Blushing Brides
proved to be overwhelming and
despite the fact that their music
steadily increased in loudness so as
to eventually inhibit conversation of
any sort, the audience felt they could
no wrong.

The

J agger

Pic by Mike Lund

look-alike

2001: Not Too Far-Fetched
by Richard Turtle

Pic by Mike Lund

The Brides in action

Peanuts on Stage
by Jerry Zeidenberg

On October 8, Charlie Brown
came to Waterloo. A theatre full of
fans watched as he and the rest of the
Peanuts gang were brought to life on
stage at the University of Waterloo.
You're a GoodMan CharlieBrown.
presented by the National Players,
an American touring company, is a
clever play. It charmed the younger
members of the audience, and at the
same time amused the older ones
with its witty dialogue. Unlike most
"children's plays", this one had
something to offer for both the
kiddies and to the older folks who
brought them.
The play was simply a collection
of incidents constituting a day in the
life of the hapless Charlie Brown,
accompanied by much singing, and
some dancing.
The actors were all in their
twenties or thirties well past the age
of the characters they played, but
that didn't really matter much. We
all know the Peanuts characters say
and feel things no other 5 year old
ever would. Schulz has merely put
adults into children's bodies and
situations.
Chuck Tobin as Charlie- Brown,
the subject of the play, was true to
character I'm afraid, wishy-washy,
and was clearly outdone on stage by
the forceful Lucy, precocious Linus,
and charismatic Snoopy,
respectively played by Mary Jean

-

King, Paul Silverio, and Terry
Anastassiou.
These last three characters had the
best lines and parts. Snoopy gained
much laughter with lines such as:
"Yesterday I was a dog. Today
I am a dog. Tomorrow, I'll probably
still be a dog. Gosh, the chances of
advancement are terrible."
Many of the jokes went right past
the children in the audience, but they
were moved to laughter by the comic
gestures of the characters, and by the
amusing song-and-dance routines.
Linus, supposedly five years old,
brought the house down when after
being assigned report at school,
declared that he would write an
analysis of "Peter Rabbit",
investigating its sociological
implications, and include a
character interpretation of Farmer

...

...

MacGregor.

The National Players, the group
that put on You're a Good Man
Charlie Brown, was founded in 1949,
and since then, has toured most of
the U.S. and Canada, and many
countries abroad.
Some well-known actors have
trained with the company, most
recognizably Henry Gibson and
Chris Sarandon.
In its 32. seasons, the National
Players have performed Shakespeare, Moliere, Shaw, and
Sophocles, as well as lighter fare like
Rodgers and Hart and, of course,
Schulz's You're a Good Man Charlie

-

Brown.

-

Stanley Kubrick's classic, "2001:
A Space Odyssey" has not aged well
since its release in 1968. The reality
of modern technology makes the
Academy Award winning special
effects of this movie seem mundane
and trivial by today's standards. It is
an unlikely story about five men on a
voyage to Jupiter. The men wish to
deprogram the computer but it
anticipates their intentions and
manages to destroy four of the crew
members. The remaining man
miraculously reenters the spacecraft
from a shuttle and succeeds in
deprogramming the computer.
For the science-fiction buff, this
movie is perfect. It has everything
ranging from no gravity toilets to
spaceships which resemble electric

toothbrushes. Hal 9000, the
"perfect" computer was the icing on
the cake. It was interesting to see
how special effects and man's idea of
space have changed over the past
thirteen years.
The movie was slow moving
initially, possibly because Kubrick
wished to show off his 1999
innovations. It did pick up during
voyage to Jupiter but slowed down
before the conclusion of the movie.
Some scenes wre confusing because
of the sudden time changes in the
movie.
It was interesting to see men
racing around in spaceships of all
shapes and sizes, but some external
conflict would have added to the
excitement.
Watching spaceships fly around
for fifteen minutes without a single

word being said does get somewhat
monotonous. There were a few
humorous scenes, though, which did
add some life to it.

I find it interesting to see just what
some people-see as the future, but
personally, I feel the world will be
too busy trying to sort out the
problems here in 2001 instead of
sending men off in household
appliances to discover new worlds.
This movie was a classic in its own
time, but science-fiction movies
seem to become outdated very
quickly. Star Wars is already
forgotten and soon an even more
sophisticated and sensational movie
will take its place. Some movies can
remain classic, but science-fiction
often has a hard time staying ahead
of its time.

Private Meditations
the art historian.
The subsequent history of these
events is widely known in academic
One quiet afternoon back in the circles, as Nancy-Lou Patterson
mid-1960s there occurred a undertook exhibitions and
seemingly insignificant event in the publication of information of this
rolling countryside of Waterloo and other hitherto unknown folk
County which was eventually to artists. The private pastime was now
have fascinating albeit completely to become the object of enjoyment
unexpected pertinence to the present of other researchers and the wider
exhibition. It was at one of those public.
old-fashioned household auctions What is the connection between a
on a Mennonite farm near magnificent specimen of folk art
Hawksville, Ontario, that there drawn by an obscure woman by the
appeared a drawing ofbirds perched name of Anna Weber? At thai
in symmetrical arrangements on moment there was created thai
stylized trees, a family heirloom remarkable situation which occurs
which was, for the first time in its rarely and dramatically in fields ol
historical study the confrontation
nearly one hundred-year history, to
be seen by the public at large. When of the modern scholar with the work
this drawing was brought to the of a person ofmodest ambitions, for
attention of Nancy-Lou Patterson whom it would be a preposterous
because of her interest in Mennonite thought that a simple drawing made
decorative arts, she was thrilled tc for a friend or relative would some
have the opportunity to see this day be given the serious scrutiny of
by

Professor Michael Bird

-

charming

drawing found at a
Mennonite farm auction and the
artworks created by the recognized
scholar and artist Nancy-Lou
Patterson? Perhaps it is one of those
situations of paradoxical opposites:
where it mayhave come as a surprise
that an amateur artist working at
home would someday have a public,
it may in similar manner not be
apparent to today's public that
Nancy-Lou Patterson has over the
years created works of art at home
for the artist's rather than the
public's enjoyment. If it
was the service rendered by NancyLou Patterson that she enabled an
outside world to see the private work
of anonymous practitioners, it will
hopefully be the achievement of the
present exhibition to enable us to see
the personal work of an artist whose
public commissions have appeared
in a vast diversity of geographical
and denominational landscapes.
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Blue Peter
Sounding Off

October 24
October 23
The Shaw Festival Production of
Chris dc Burgh is appearing at the
Centre in the Square at 8:00 p.m. My Astonishing Self is playing at the
Theatre of the Arts Modern
Tickets are $8.50 and $10.50.
Language Building. The show starts
at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $9.50.
There will be an art exhibit in the (Students/Seniors $8.00)
concourse gallery at WLU until
The Orford String Quartet is
October 23.
performing at the Centre in the
Square. Show starts at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are $10.00 and $12.00.
The people who typeset this paper: Judy
$8.00 and
(Students/Seniors
Jewitt, Deb Holding, Laura May, Joanne Pucchino and a new
$10.00)
recruit, Karen Wilkins.
include

October 22
The University Catholic
Community will be celebrating mass
on Thursday, Oct. 22 at 5:30 p.m.
Following mass you have the
.opportunity to share a meal and
meet the other members of your
community on campus. There will
be a film shown at 7:00 p.m.
followed by a discussion.

Steve Motz
Paste-up people
and Liz Fox-our new production managers, Diane Campeau
and Kavita Bhojwani-our assistant production managers and
especially those volunteer production people who make our job
a whole lot easier -Rita Bloem and
Colen Cranmer-Byng. Our graphic artists are
Frost and
Murray Macauley. As well our thanks goes out to those writers
and photographers who have also done an excellent job.

by Richard Turtle

October 26

Billy Bishop Goes to War is
showing at the Theatre of the Arts
Building at U of W. Tickets are
$7.50)
$9.00. (Students/Seniors
Show starts at 8:00 p.m.
October 27

Wr
ar

t'OsJj^F^1

want to hear! War
Every Wednesday is Ifll
Huggy's Variety Show

|J

Contests & Much More!!

_

. ||/N .
NIGHT

fIUI

Dr. F.A. Urquart, a well-known
entymologist who has been studying
the migration of the monarch
butterfly, will be presenting an
illustrated talk at 7:30 p.m. in room
2-207 of the Central Teaching
Building. Admission is free and
everyone welcome.
The

MINGLES CONTESTH

Nocowr for UnneisttyStudents
I.D.

on Saturday only with

ft aaTkfca* fit. W

KJtehanaW

-

744-63 M jmM

Vegetarian Club of the

University of Waterloo is having
seven cooking workshops.

Experience satisfying vegetarian
cooking through tongue, tummy
and mind. Live demonstrations,!
free recipes and good food. Open
all in the Psychology Lounge, Room
3005 5:30 p.m.

Three dollars would have paid
your admission to see Blue Peter at
the Coronet on the fifteenth. This
was a good deal that few took"
advantage of, obviously due to the
Oktoberfest activities that evening.
Blue Peter is the Toronto based
band which won the "Best
new
Band" award on the CFNY Listener
Poll "U-know" awards. Their first
single, "Radio Silence" claimed
airtime on many Canadian radio
stations. They have also been aired
several times on CITY TV/CHUM
simulcasts.
They have been
preparing new material and
performing steadily, usually to sellout crowds, for the past year. The
band was formed about three years
I ago with the addition of a new bass
player, Richard Joudrey, in the past
nine months.
The band opened with the hit
"Radio Silence" and played most of
the material from the album of the
same name. They also played their
new single "Chinese Graffiti" in the
second set. The show was lively and
energetic but I feel the band lacked
that special something to pull the
whole show together. This was
possibly a response to the small
turnout which came to see the band.
When I spoke with Paul
Humphrey, the vocalist, and
Richard Joudrey they admitted that
they did not expect a large turnout :
during Oktoberfest but anticipate a

large crowd when they play at
Ballingers on the 28th of this
month. This would be well worth
attending as the band does put on a
good show. Therock and roll music,
which Paul Humphrey referred to as
"feel music", was good dance music
which some took advantage ofin the
small area there. The audience was
quite responsive and seemed to
enjoy the show as they called the
bank back for an encore after their
full length, two set show.
In the spring of 1981, the band
formed their own label, AWOL,
which their new single is on. They
were not anticipating an album in
the near future as they are going on
tour in the northern U.S. soon.
It wasn't until the release of
"Radio Silence" in 1980 that the
band achieved any commercial
success. They have left a lasting
impression in Toronto for their
concerts and should be moving
up in popularity with their next tour.
I certainly anticipate a good show
on the 28th especially if it is a sellout
crowd.
There was something
missing from the show at the
Coronet, but this may have just been
caused by disappointment, but I do
not feel this would exist with a larger
audience.
Many bands are heard once on the
radio and never again, but I feel Blue
Peter will be claiming more air time
as they continue with their music.

FRANK VETERES

REDUCES
PRICES
ON
THE WORKS.
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ORFORD STRING

as "one of

Canada's national treasures." The
reason is obvious: it exemplifies
Canadian cultural achievement.

From across Canada Andrew
Dawes, Marcel St-Cyr, Kenneth
" M chael Crabft. CBC
Perkins and Terence Helmer joined
Vl
"... acclaim everywhere
forces at the Jeunesses Musicales
h*y so-"
Bk
summer camp at Mt. Orford,
/
" sPeef Los AngBiBs
in 1965,and stayed together
Quebec
ejPJBJr
Exceptional... until 1980
when Mr. St-Cyr left to
Remarkable...Electrifying
I
Energetic
Lyrical.
develop new career interests in early
t
ToledoBlade
music, and was replaced by cellist
\
"...a
brilliantand
Denis
Brott.
versatile
aaaavN
\ '
company."
x
In 1974 the Quartet's career was
pRx \ JamiePortman, Southam News
\
enhanced when itreceived first prize
in the European Broadcasting
Union's International String
Quartet Competition in Stockholm.
It has toured extensively in Western
and Eastern Europe, the United
Wednesday, October 28 8:00 p.m.
States, Canada, the Soviet Union,
v
$9.50. $11.00.
l»00O1MorChlldnn12
Senior. 65 1 ow)
' ' • ww> $12.50
* *■•*»*
. . . .,. , . ,., under.
*""'w. ■■*........-...,-.■■■■■,,.,.,..
North Africa and the Caribbean,
Sludents will) I.D
......M.
—^J#g]
and had made twenty recordings.
Those on London Decca are
available throughout North
10%oft when you buy all 3 Companies!
America, Europe and Asia.
Throughout the world the
Quartet's performances are
acclaimed for their unique blend of
"Umited Offer
"Nutcracker"
"LaFtlte Mai Garde"
musical qualities: extremely
Series mil expire
Moo., Tues.. Wed.,
Wed, Thurs, Fri
when performance
Decembert4,15,16
Fetwuary 3,4. 5,
sensitive interpretations; dazzling
of tes Grands
?;30p.r0,
1982 BrQQp.m'8 QQp.m'
$9,50. iIT.OO.
BaBetsCarjsdien»
virtuosity; passionate intensity; and
*?&«?, $1200,
waotdout.
$12.50
$14.00
audacious dynamics and tempi.
Their repertoire of over 130 works
Tickets for The Royal Winnipeg Ballet & The National Ballet of
from the complete Beethoven
ranges
go
Saturday,
on
Canadawill
October3l.
sale
cycle to the most innovative of
contemporary works.
The Orford Quartet's international prestige is a result of an
undiminished passion to make
music the world will enjoy.

■aw

That's right, now you can get a delicious 6-topping Deep-Dish Pizza™
smothered with mushrooms, pepperoni, bacon, green peppers,
tomatoes, and onions for an incredible low price. How low?

-

THE

QUARTET is regarded

a company not to be
missed."

'
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■■
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■

-

,
Ballet Lovers Series4#
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Sound Affects

By Joachim Brouwer

Change is Gonna Come." Side two
opens with a twenty second
introduction of Jackson Browne's
"Take it Easy". The abrupt ending
of this song and the immediate
commencement of the next song
slyly deonstrates the Duke's opinion
of laid back, mellowed out West
Coast rock. That kind of music is
precisely what the Duke's music is

Southside Johnny and the Ashbury

Dukes
This two record live set by the best
R&B band in the United States is a
very good representation of their
"art". They are primarily a live act
and fortunately most of their
"liveness" comes through the
album.
The best songs on the album in my
opinion are those penned by Bruce
Springsteen, including "Talk to
Me", "Heart of Stone", and "The
Fever". The horns don't seem to be
so obtrusive on these cuts. The
album also contains a Sam Coolie
medley including "Only Sixteen",
'What a Wonderful World", "You
Send Me" and the tour dc force "A

Classical Bob Norris

Music Student Shines
Diane Pitts
"Wilfrid Laurier's Music Faculty
is excellent. They have a lot to
jffer", says Bob Norris, a fourth
/ear music student.
Bob's specialty is the classical
guitar. Previous to this, he played
with various groups. (It is interesting
to note that in one particular group
in which he played was a man named
Mike Ginrich who went on to be
bass player for Max Webster.) Bob
eventually decided to abandon rock
music because, according to him, "it
wasn't answering my need." Bob
adds that, "classical music is
spiritually uplifting whereas rock
deals primarily in excitement and
excitement takes a lot ofenergy and
eventually takes from you." Bob
continues and says: "The more I
study classical music, the more
intrigued I am by it."
Bob had ten years of classical
guitar lessons before coming here to
Laurier, whereas rock music was
self-taught. Bob says, "I explored
that field on my own. I had things I
wanted to try out." However, he
stresses the importance of having
some type of training before
exploring any field on one's own. "If
you have no training and don't make
it, it's a dead end."
Bob has been playing the guitar
for eighteen years. He took a music
engineering and production course

by

time employment
representing Odyssey for
Reading Week ski tours
from Wilfrid Laurier to

Part

Sainte Anne,
Whistler and Switzerland.
We have extensive
experience in student tour
operation and will provide
full support and assistance
to interested clubs or
individuals. Competitive

Mont

commission/remuneration

and free skiing for
organizers plus generous
travel benefits based upon
success. Please call or

write:

ODYSSEY TRAVEL
131 Johnson St. #202
Kingston, Ont. K7L IX9
(613) 549-3553

Registered and bonded
travel agents.
■

jjjjjjjjjjjjjjj^^

at Fanshaw for a year and has been

writing and producing his own
material. Norris describes his music
as "sophisticated rock with jazz
elements." Bob plays at various
restaurants such as the AH Babaand
Waterloo and needless to say, the
music he performs with is classical.
While in Vancouver once, Bob
had the rare opportunity to
improvise with Heart. This he found
rather exciting.
In regards to his fourth year here at
WLU, Bob says: "What I've been
heading for is finally happening. I
found it here at WLU." Norris states
that because the Music Faculty is so
small it enables one to really get

personal attention. However,

according to Bob, it is growing all
the time.
Bob is originally from Preston,
but now abides in St. Jacobs. After
•this, his final year, Norris is going to
continue his "pursuit of the guitar"
and also teach.
On March 3, 1982, Bob will be
playing for an evening at theTheatre
Auditorium. This is the way in
which his final mark will be
obtained. Anyone is welcome to
come and watch and lend a little

1|

rocking "Having a Party" and the

reprise.
The only complaint I have with
Southside Johnny and the Asbury

Dukes' "Reach up and Touch the
Sky" is the excessive and sometimes
none too delicate employment of the
brass section. The "punchiness" of
the horns may earn the Duke's
not.
distinction of being a very good
The gruff voice of Southside R&B band, but for my money,
Johnny perfectly befits the Graham Parker and the Rumour in
rollicking tunes that the Dukes spin England, is the premiere R&B band
out. But his voice can also assume a around. Of course, there is no such
satiny tune as was demonstrated on thing as a totally authentic R&B
the "Sam Cooke Medley" and other band sound, but Graham Parker and
The good-time''to a slightly lesser extent, Southside
slow songs.
approach to music that the Dukes Johnny come closest to capturing the
have was amply illustrated on the "feel" of classic R&B.

Centertainer
Fun "N" Games |

I

2 Locations to Serve You Better: §
402 King St. (Beside Harveys) |

I

|

|

12 Young St.
(Across from the May fair Hotel)

||

Bring along your friends and test your skills in our
relaxed atmosphere.

8f

1

•

•

Moonshuttle Gorf Missile
Command Quasar

.§§
j|

•

Packman
To Name A Few!
Open: Monday to Thursday 10 AM-12 PM
Friday 10 AM to 1:30 AM Saturday 12AM-12PM

support.

IS THERE A PLACE
FOR YOU IN
EDUCATION?

I

The

Health Care
Industry

CONSIDER

We're the leading supplier of
health care products, systems
and medical specialties to
this expanding Canadian Market.

The Bachelor of
Education Program
at the
University of Toronto

Let's talkabout a careen

You are invited to an information
session with the admissions officer
on Thursday, October 22,1981 in the
Paul Martin Centre at 12:30 p.m.
Come and find the answers to your
questions about education and you.

Tuesday October 6th, 1981

Arts Lecture Hall

•• jnjo
..«*•..
;:::::: AHS
•

__________

•• •• ••

Division of
McGaw Supply Ltd.
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POETICS
I Cry When

Dear Poet
by Angela Brandon
sits behind a pouting pen

self-indulgent poet

I cry when I see indifference
,as a man lies in the street
people walk on by his h irts

conceitedly harbours happiness

dredges and drowns in his emotions

uncontributing

isolated

what is this but nothingness

with scared and
a silly word

I

hear the dying of young men
who traveled to some foreignland
never to see their home again

does the day evade you
no fancy for the hour

I cry when I see a young girl

engulfed in unnaturalhighs
as she'escapes the living
trying to find the reasons why!

so. feed on your frustration

let incompetence infest and throb inside you
you only wallow

frightened feet

I cry when on the radio

"frivolous?" "perfect?" "bitter?" love
or

...

by Deb Fay Kennedy

in yourself

I cry when I feel the heartbeat
of a lonely soul's embrace
for I know what they are feeling
I've been to that same place

neither sing nor act nor paint

won't you realize crumpled papers
are

worthless?
I cry for earth's humanity

for its destiny may become
a void and empty planet
moving listlessly around the

Prelude and Fugue

I cry because I have faith

so deep within my heart

Exactly Minor
by

that man can change the ugliness
that so often we impart

Cliff Goodman

I woke up this morning and deep down inside
The music had died
Oh god how I cried
The final four notes
Mere notes on the wind
The instruments packed
The cases all stacked
And the band turns to go
When the theatre's empty
It's no fun to play

Computer Poetry
by Comp/Set 510

lei c c 7c 3 ix'hoVi °u6
e6c58?c6 3 e4eo'f 6i 'qo654
e'6c 58cc6 5,/2'c s3c 4!5' 4
coc58 cco B eoc cu44c4
coc 58cc6 a 6!/4 /14e6 4' 6i 8u 3 6 u 65 5c e4
coc 58cco "/2euu 4u nh6 6'i 45 e 3c
coc 58cc6 'iic 53 6i ''/iu 8 s u' vu 3/4 4
coc 58cco 3 c51/24' 4 8 c co 5c 3 51/2 C'/teou u 1
coc 58cco '/43 uac6 ou4
i48 c50 48'c54,/2e 354
coc 58cco 51/2U^4 6i'4 uVa s uu e 3cco uc'c4
coc 58cco use '/2U634
coc 58cco 501 e6e ae 4'53/4C4' 6'i coeue4 /2 c 4
coc 58cco iu'eu 64 uui^6ieu 64 Vu4e50
cog 58556 4i 3 9ae6e 3/4ei 4 ls eg6i9 61 suuc 3 6ic
e'6c 58cco' 41/2^ 04, '7i66a iu'coc34 ivu3/4ec\
4'l3 3
c 'e'46ic'6'i '/4 3c 41/2 i64s uac34
58
coc cco 'uiiu U96e5
61 46 64
coc 58cco 413 e6e l/tc'c 3 61 e si'/2° Viee 5
coc 58cco ca 1 0 '/43 eiec4'6i aii'eoe u65
coc 58cco 'cic 61 26 6? 5
coc 58cc0...
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The final crescendo
The diminuendo
And now it has come
My life feels so empty
A hole filled
Where the echoes once rang
And-the instruments sang
And the taste of yesterday lingers
As tomorrow promises
»
Not to come

Wild

Icry because I have hope
that someday things will change
our lives
land we can live
without the hurts and pains

...

Endless nights boring days
Filled with nothing to say
That could ever sound cool
And then nothing to do
Except act like a fool
And pray for the end

Winter

sun

/6

,

'

Things
by Karen Wilkins

"

Others
by
She stood

Cliff Goodman
Silhouetted

by the dark
Her features blurred
But still beauty
Slim
Realized in flesh Tall

Close

So close the faint smell of her perfume

I reach out

Toward her

But my fingers touch nothing
Inches from her
Yet so far away
I watch her grow
And learn all her habits
And observe
While she laughs with others
and plays with others
and works with others
and cries with others
Always others
I try to express my feelings
in stories
in poems
in songs
But the others laugh
And she laughs with them
Unreachable
I curl in amongst myself
A world of fantasy
and great beauty
Is created within my mind
As she grows farther
Farther away
Everywhere I look I see her
I smell her exotic perfume on every breeze
I hear her voice in every sound
And my heart slowly die^
As I see her walk with another
Always another
I draw myself in tighter
Creating a vortex
Drawing others in with me
Others who invade my privacy
Others who invade my very thoughts
But she is not among them
I close my eyes
And wish to die
And the others offer to
Help

The Cord

by

This will become a weekly column
in the Entertainment section. Its
purpose will be to enlighten you, the
students on new arrivals, and best
sellers at our campus bookstore.

What exactly is it about
Oktoberfest that brings out
the best in people? Is it dueto
the fact that somewhere in
our past we are all influenced
by German blood and
Oktoberfest allows us to
express our self-repressed

Students engaged in

Oktoberfest

festivities

9. What Color is Your Parachute? by

Richard Nelson Bolles. (Ten Speed

Press, $6.95) Career and job guide.
10. Side Effects, by Woody Allen.
(Ballantine, $2.75) Short stories by
the master of humor.

New Arrivals at the Bookstore
1. Bodily Harm, by Margaret
Atwood ($16.95)
2. The Glitter Dome, by Joseph
Wambaugh ($16.95)
3. Invitation to a Royal Wedding
(14.95)
4. The Country Life Book ofthe Royal
Wedding ($19.95)
5. Twice Shy, by Dick Francis
($14.95)

6. Rabbit is Rich, by John Updike
($17.95)

PAPERBACKS

1. Colorado,

by Diana Ross ($3.95)

2. Russian Hide and Seek, by
Kingsley Amin ($3.50)

Traditions

At many places that host
Oktoberfest one has the
opportunity to experiment in
German cuisine with such
things as sauerkraut, sausage
and giant pretzels. The
German culture is further
enhanced by the traditional

Disappointed?
by Tasha Blake

:

off the floor, much to the
amusement of probably the
more sober onlookers.
Where else but Oktoberfest
can one start in with the
festivities at 6:30 p.m. rather
than the tradtional 8:00 p.m.
(i.e. The Turret).This enables
one to drink, get drunk and
sober up again before 10:00
p.m. Then, they have the rare
opportunity of repeating the

costumes of the waiters and
_Whatever the reason, waitresses. Furthermore,
Oktoberfest unanimously throughout the night,
constitutes a good time. Even Oktoberfesters stand up on
though the beer is rather benches and chairs and make performance.
costly and often the bands toasts and sing a German
Nevertheless, by the end of
have a limited repertoire, (five
ditty (the meaning ofthe ditty the evening, when the dance
songs), no one seems to mind.
is still unknown to me). As the
Where, but at Oktoberfest, evening wears on, this floor is flooded with beer and
our minds are numbed by
does one spend 45 minutes on
the dance floor doing "The seemingly innocent task alcohol, a certain degree of
Bird" and loving every proves more and more intimacy has been achieved.
minute of it? Oktoberfest difficult as people invariably At 1:00a.m. as people file out
allows one to talk freely to fall on their chairs or bench, in dribs and drabs, the vow to
whomever they wish without taking several people with return again next year is
feeling obligated to continue them. Thus, for the next made.
the little "rendezvous" to any several minutes, they are
The meaning of Oktoberheightened degree.
engaged in a struggle to get up fest has been established.
feelings?

Oktoberfest at the Turret is
usually a last resort when you can't
get tickets anywhere else. I must say
I was surprised, more than once,
about the Saturday night festival.
For starters, the crowd was
promised an 8:00 p.m. entry to the
pub. At approximately 9:05 p.m.,
after an hour and a half wait, we hit
the door. It seems there was a bit of a
problem with the potential entry of
minors, so every I.D. had to be
checked.
It wouldn't have been so much of
a hassle if there was more than one
Turret staff member checking
identification. Bad impression of
WLU when you have a few out of
town friends festing too.
I'm happy to say, though, that
the rest of the evening was
enjoyable. It was appreciated that
the price of beer was considerably
SEPTEMBER
lower than most Oktoberfest
houses. The Black Forest Band
Campus Paperback Bestseller s played to a packed house. The "Bird
Song" caught on fast and by theend
1. 101 Usesfor a Dead Cat, by Simon
of the night, everyone was
Bond. (Clarkson N. Potter, $2.95)
performing the catchy choreCartoon humor.
ography. Perhaps due to the young
Bear,
Cave
Jean
by
The
Clan
the
2.
of
crowd, the band ventured out of the
M. Auel. (Bantam, $3.75) Crotraditional mold to try tunes like
Magnon/Neanderthal saga.
"Brown Sugar." It was a good try.
3. Firestarter, by Stephen King.
Included with the price of tickets
(NAL/Signet, $3.95) Terror
($6.00 for WLU students and $7.00
becomes child's play: Fiction.
for non-WLU) was a dinner of well
known Oktoberfest fare and a beer
4. A Confederacy ofDunces, by John
Kennedy Toole. (Grove, $3.50)
glass. The meal was a great idea
Hilarious Pulitzer Prize winning
after a night of drinking alcoholic
beverages. The glasses could not be
novel.
picked up until Monday. Not too
5. // There Be Thorns, by V.C
great of an idea when most people
Andrews. (Pocket, $3.50) The
are from outside Waterloo who
Dollanganger horror continues:
attend.
Fiction.
All in all, it was a good time, but I
6. The Official Preppy Handbook,
think I'll stick to the Aud. or
edited by Lisa Birnbach.
Bingeman.
(Workman, $4.95) A guide to good
taste: humor.
7. Range of Angels, by Sidney
Sheldon. (Warner, $3.50)Ambitious
prosecutors and poltical power:

8. Unfinished Business, by Maggie
Scarf. (Ballantine, $3.95) Pressure
points in the lives of women.

Diane Pitts-Entertainment Editor

Oktoberfest

Book Review

Fiction.

11

PittStop

Book
Ends

Rennie Wilford is a Toronto
freelance journalist whose life is
falling apart.
In order to recuperate from her
mastectomy and the separation
from her husband, she flies to the
Caribbean Island of St, Aritoine.
However, she soon Finds herself
caught up in a world in which the
craving for power both political and
sexual seems to dominate her every
move. It is while she is away that
Rennie is forced to face up to herself
and accept reality.
This most recent novel by
Margaret Atwood is called Bodily
Harm. It is an intriguing novel in
that Atwood conveys to the readers
in often comical ways, the characters
every thought no matter how trivial
and mundane they may seem. The
language is simple and we are
the characters
drawn into
themselves.
Atwood combines comedy and
satire to produce a unique and very
enjoyali, 's novel.
Atwood has written a number of
novels, such as, The Edible Woman.
Surfacing, Lady Oracle, Dancing
Girls and Life Before Man.
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YOU AND YOUR GREAT IDEAS GOING OCIOBERFESTING DRESSED LIKE GERMANS

HALLOWE'EN
PARTY GOERS!!

Specialized makeup by Theatre
Makeup Artist and wig rentals.
Example: Werewolf, Witch, Clown,
Dracula, etc.

APPOINTMENT ONLY

-

We sell: Vi masks clown
white and assorted colours
coloured hair spray glitter
beards, noses, wigs, etc.

-

THEATRICAL SUPPLIES
697 Glasgow Rd., Kitchener
Phone: 745-3331
Regular Hours: Mon. to Fri., 2 to 6
Extended Hours from Oct. 19 to Oct. 31,
12 noon to 9 p.m., Monday to Friday,
12 noon to 5 p.m. Saturday

The

Dental Care
Industry
We're the leading supplier of
dental care supplies, equipment
and office planning to
this rapidly changing industry.

Let's talkabout a career.
Tuesday October 6th, 1981

Arts Lecture Hall
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SPORTS

Mustangs triumph over

Young, Dawkins win medal

Hawks
Injurie have been a serious handicap to the Golden Hawks this

fall. Unfortunately, another valuable player, Dave Shouldice,
was removed from the season's play by a knee injury in the
Western game. Laurier trainer, Mark Edwards, who is
Featured on this page, helped Shouldice after
the accident.

Weinberg
Dave

by

Diane Young and Tim Dawkins
won medals at the OUAA and
OWAA Outdoor Track and Field
Championships on the weekend at
McMaster University. Diane
collected her bronze medal in the
women's 1,500 metre race when she
covered the distance in a school
record 4:42.3. She was within 3
seconds of the winning time turned
in by Nancy Rooks of York.
Tim Dawkins received Laurier's
other medal, a bronze in the men's
3,000 metre steeplechase. While
Tim's time was rather slow 10:11.7,
he ran a good tactical race to capture
the medal. In the same event, Jim
Burrows ofLaurier finished fifth in a
time of 10:28.2.
Lan Clancy also put in a strong

performance for the Hawk's track
team. He finished a tough fourth in a
avid 800 metre field with a clocking
of 1:59.1. Later that afternoon, the
sophomore competed in the 1,500
metres and finished eleventh in
4:27.5.
Other noticeable performances
were turned in by Lloyd Schmidt, a
seventh in the 5,000 metre race in a
school record 15:39.6; Janet Russel,
a ninth in the 800 metres in a time of
2:30.5 and the men's 4 x 400 relay
team (Burrows, clancy, Dawkins,
and Peter Loizides) which finished
fifth in 3:49.6.
Overall, the track team finished
seventh out of eleven teams with the
University of Toronto defending its
title for the third consecutive year.

Cross Country Round-up

While football and soccer capture finished twenty-first; while at
the spotlight at this time of year, Waterloo, he finished twenty-sixth.
Laurier's cross country team has
Other noticeable men's performbeen in full stride since the beginning ances are as follows:
of the school year.
HAWK TALK
In the past few months. Golden York Invitational (Sept. 27)
Hawk
During Saturday's game in total ofrunners have completed in a lan Clancy 44th
four meets. The top Laurier Tim Dawkins 50th
London, OUAA rookie-of-the-year
Dave Shouldice, suffered torn knee performer thus far has been Diane
ligaments and will be lost to the team Young. Diane, a freshmen, has Guelph Invitational (Oct. 3)
shown that she will be a factor to Jim Burrows 45th
for the remainder of the season. This contend with
when the OUAA
is a big blow to the Hawks because
arrive at the Waterloo Open (Oct. 9)
they lost a talented and dedicated Championships
McMaster
She finished Tim Dawkins 29th
Invitational.
team member in Shouldice. We wish
a strong third recently and in the Jim Burrows
35th
Dave a healthy and speedy recovery.
meet
two
weekendsago
Waterloo,
at
Were
37th
Kirk
Tuffy Knight still needs two more
scott Walters
42th
wins this season to reach the 100 finished eleventh. Such performances
are
excellent
considering
the
victory mark.
The next meet for the cross
I cannot forget to mention last toughness of the competition.
On the men's side, Lloyd Schmidt :ountry team is the Laurier
week's Hawk victory over the
Plumbers from down the street. We has been Laurier's leader in both Invitational on October 24 in
came out on top again for the ninth meets competed in. He has finished Waterloo Park. The meet
straight year, 31-14. The Hawks in the top 30. In the Guelph race, he ;ommences at 1:00 pm.
were lead by quarterback, Scott
Leeming, who rushed for more than
100 yards and threw for over 150
yards.
Last week, fifth-year quarterback
Leeming was named the top player
Physical Education 212, which is on
in the OUAA and also in the CIAU. by Joanne Rimmer
athletic injuries. "It's a difficult
He was chosen as the outstanding
course and it's cursed throughout
Who
is
the
first
reach
an
injured
to
athlete of the week which includes
player on the football field? Who the year, but later, students tell me
all varsity sports.
key they learned a lot. It's the type of
This week's game is in Guelph in does the team depend on to get a
thing you keep with you," Edwards
Alumni Stadium. Kick-off time is player back in the game? Who
added. Two of his trainers, George
team
members
to
be
prepares
2:00 pm and for those who can't
for a game?
and Hughes, will be going to
make the game, it will be televised on healthy
Sheridan college next year to take a
Edwards,
Mark
Wilfrid
Laurier's
Channel II.CHCH at 2:00 pm.
head trainer and his staffofassistant two-year athletic injury course.
Besides giving him extra time, the
trainers are largely responsible for
the physical well-being of most of assistant trainers are invaluable to
the Laurier teams.
Edwards
Edwards before the game when
reported that good trainers are often several players are in the training
credited for at least one victory in a room to be taped. "During taining
short season and about six points in camp, there were 70 people in here a
upcoming CFL draft. Rose a longer season to
keep the first day and at one time we had as many
commented that he would hopefully
"For
string
playable.
example, Don as 30 in here. Without the students
have a try at the CFL. "If there's a Moffit,
the student trainer for the this job would be impossible," he
chance there, I'll take it." Rose is hockey
team will be worth six points added.
With this in mind, he wants to
to the team by keeping the players
build up the number of student
on the ice," he explained.
Edwards' staff consists of 10 trainers and wants to start
students. Three girls, Wendy Blain, "training" more students. He
Terry George, and Cindy Hughes emphasized that this would be a skill
are the students trainers for the that would be invaluable to the
football team. They are on hand for student in future years. It could
every practice game and before the possibly lead to a career in athletic
games to tape. Nancy Petrick assists injuries. Edwards was a trainer at
the women's volleyball team, Toni the Montreal Olympics and has his
Penning helps the women's sights set on the Calgary Olympics.
basketball team, Kathy Robinson is "It sure would be great to be at
the trainer for the rugby team. Dave Calgary and find a student trainer
Appell assists the men's volleyball there," he said.
Beside these goals, Edwards said
team, and Henry Epp has been the
trainer for the soccer team since the trainers have the advantage of
thtir trip to Boston. "The players associating with thedifferent players
were very complimentary about and meeting a lot of people. "It also
Dave Rose
Henry's work on that trip," reported helps you educationally because you
meet the players who are smart and
currently studying Economics and Edwards.
Physical Education and after his
Karen Schmidtke is a general they give you the incentive," he
playing time in the future, would like student trainer who works about 10 added.
Edwards urges anyone interested
to pursue a coaching career. hours per week in„the clinic. The
"Coaching interests me, " he stated. student trainersallow Edwards time in being a student trainer to speak to
him soon so the training can begin
Best ofluck in the future to Dave
to read and give lectures.
Rose and the Golden Hawks.
Edwards instructs a course, immediately.

Pic

by Frank "Fuge"

Furgiuele

It was a beautiful autumn day,
just the type of weather for a typical
Western, Laurier match-up. But
unfortunately the end result ended
in Western's favour. The Mustangs
came out on top with 32-9 victory.
The score is not indicative of the
play. The game was very close for the
first three quarters. In the fourth
quarter, Western scored 17
unanswered points to claim the
victory.
For the first half the Hawks
played tough defence coming up
with four turnovers, two fumbles
and two interceptions all by
defensive back Dave Rose. Rose
commented, "I was only picking up
the garbage leftover (fumble). On
my firstrecovery, I was just going to
the ball and the ball came loose
when Shouldice made the tackle."
He further added, "I had heard
before the game that Western was
going to test my side so I was always
playing deep zone. I saw the
quarterback looking at his receiver
and it was a short pass so 1 read the
play and interecepted the pass
(second one)."
At the half, the score read
Western 9, Laurier 8. And at the end
of the third quarter the score was 15-9 Western, but then Western put up
17 points to put the game away.
Kicker lan Dunbaraccounted for
seven of the Hawks' points with two
field goals and a booming 80 yard
single. The other two points came on
a safety touch.
Western place-kicker Kevin
Rydeard led the Mustangs in scoring
by connecting on three field goals
and converting on all three
touchdowns. Mustang touchdowns
were scored by Ryan Potter on a five
yard pass from Rossit, and in the
final minute of play, second string
quarterbackFredFiveoch came into
the game and threw a 70-yard strike
to Don Dominico. On this play,
Western showed that they lack the
class of a championship team by
insisting on scoring again instead of
running the balland killing the clock
which they could have done very
easily. But instead, they chose to
throw the long bomb. This is a play
which the Hawk players will not
forget about and when we meet in
the finals again, things will be
different. The Mustangs' other two
points came on a safety touch.
Laurier made 233 yards rushing,
compared to 221 by Western. In the
air though, the Hawks made a
dismal 56 yards, against
Mustangs' 290. Laurier's quarterback, Scott Leeming completed five
out of seven pass attempts, while the

two Western tossers were successful
on 15 out of 18, with two

interceptions.
Runningback, Greg Marshall,
was Western's leading rusher with
149 yards. Leeming countered with
149 yards.
Golden Hawks' head coach,
Tuffy Knight, said he thought his
team looked good in the first half
but added that the sick second half
was self-inflicted. "We got ourselves
in trouble," he said. "We've been
doing that all year, getting ourselves
in trouble. There were too many
mental mistakes."
All-Canadian safety, Barry
Quarrell, commented on Saturday's
game. "The team played well. We
were really psyched up for the game.
We played well for the first half but
in the second half, the defence let
down a bit."
Looking ahead to next week's
game against Guelph, Quarrell
added "We have to play better
offensively and score when we are in
position to score. We have to stop
running back Peterson Douglas (285
yards rushing in game against York
for an OUAA record) and then we
can shut down their offence."
The loss leaves Hawks with 3-2
record, tied with Toronto and
Windsor for third place in the
OUAA standings. Mustangs, who
are 5-0, are at the top.

"Rosey" had his day
by "Fuge"

In London on Saturday, defensive
back Dave Rose enjoyed a game
which happens not too often. He
had two interceptions and two
tumble recoveries, but you must
remember that it took talentedDave
Rose only 30 minutes of play to
accomplish which isn't too bad.
Along with those statistics, Rose
also played his usual game on
defence in the secondary and also
returned kickoffs, punt returns and
held the ball for kicker lan Dunbar.
Dave, the athlete he is, is "Mr.
Everything" for the football team.
TheToronto native from Northern
Secondary School plays on the
specialty teams and he has piled up
some pretty good statistics. Dave, as
of last week, was in the top five in
Canada in kickoff returns, in the
top ten in Canada for punt returns
and has had four interceptions and
two fumble recoveries defensively.
Rose also plays defensive half and is
on the punt and kickoff teams. Dave
Rose is now in his third year at
Laurier and is also eligible for the

Trained to be a
Trainer
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The next two football games
which Laurier is to play will be
critical both to theHawks and to the
teams they'll be playing. Guelph will
want to secure a position in the playoffs and Windsor is now fifth in the
OUAA and will be fighting to be in
the play-offs.
Saturday's game against Western
indicated that Laurier is a strong
team and can match the best teams.
For a while, the problem appears to
be that they can't keep theirphysical
and mental strength.
Coach Rick Newbrough,
Laurier's assistant coach, described
the game as a "mental breakdown"
on Laurier's part. "It's easy to
revert to animal instincts when
you're playing a game like that but
we play to disciplined game and a
breakdown will kill you. The biggest
problem was mental mistakes. We
matched them physically."
Well, enough about the past
games, how about next week?
Newbrough feels that Guelphwill be
a more physical team than Western.
One can't forget what happened two
weeks ago when Guelph was beating
Western up to the last eight minutes
of the game and Western turned
around and won. Whether they
won or lost, they still posed a definite
threat to Western and will be a great
challenge to Laurier.
Tom Dimitroff, Gryphons' head
coach, feels their defeat of York
helped put the team together. "We
finally got our offense on track.
Defensively, we've been strong in
the past and the defense has held us,
but this game our offense came
through. As a coach, you aren't
pleased until you have an allaround
team."

by

Both Newbrough and Dimitroff
As everyone kows, it is not possible
mentionedScott Leming, the Hawks to
be sunny, positive and pleasant at
quarterback, as key to the success of all times and this day
before the
Laurier's offence. He was described typewriter
is one at which 1 am
as awesome in the last few games. looking at the world through a
His rushing in the Western game was coloured lens. Things just don't seem
very impressive, especially when one right with the world. Three new
realizes that he matched Mustang's
tragedies have befallen us all; the
leading running back, Greg Expos' have just, not twenty minutes
Marshall for yards rushed.
ago, lost the League Championship to
Apparently, Leeming's performthe Dodgers, theprice of a phonecall
ance has attracted attention in the has snuck, unnoticedandpresumably
province. Last week, he was featured unchallenged, to twenty-five cents,
as the OUAA player of theweek due and the Toronto Argonauts won on the
to his actions in the game against
weekend. To make things worse, the
Waterloo. The press release cited Hawks lost to Western on the
Leeming as completing 12 of 16 weekendpasses for 157 yards including
I'm not always this much of a
touchdowns and rushing the ball 16 grouch, it's just that every now and
times for 104 yards and one TD.
then its sort of refreshing, clears
With someone like that leading a tensionfrom thespirit. It's an out with
fairly strong offence, the Hawks the bad air. in with the good sort of
should be prepared to beat Guelph operation.
and Windsor. But, it is obvious even
to a child in the stands, that they
must keep their morale up, and work
together as a team; keeping their
senses about them for the whole
game, not just the first part.
Although Dimitroff feels
confident about the improvement of
his team, he still is anxious about the
by Matt Torrigan
outcome ofthe game. "We have a lot
of respect for Tuffy and his staff. (Editor's note: This column was
Whoever makes the least mistakes written before the final Dodger-Expo
game.)
will come out on top. We have our
Yes, isn't it great that the
work cut out for us."
finally
Whatever the result, it promises to Montreal Expos have
season play? Not only
reached
post
be an exciting game.
do many fans feel this wait was long
overdue, there are a great number of
SWIM TEAM
people who believe a World Series
Anyone who is interested in Victory is not impossible.
joining Laurierr's swim team is Regardless of the fact that this
urged to contact the athletic office. column does not support that same
Practices are every morning at 7 am. enthusiasm, there are important
Swimmers are needed to make the notes to be made.
The authors of Buffalo Chips
team competitive.

-

-

ANSWERS

(2) fight Ali-Frazier first The
(2) Bowl Super first The
(2) mile minute
four- the breaks Bannister Roger 20.
(4) Campbell
Pruitt, Middleton, Payton, 19.
(1)

League County Inter the of Tigers
Waterloo the manages Gary 18.
(1) 10 number wear Both 17.
(1) Row Murderer's 16.
(4) Dinosaurs
Jayhawks, Cardinals, Tigers, 15.

(3)

Gilbert and Ratelle Hadfield, was
It goai-a-game. for stood Gag 14.
(1) Steward Emanuel 13.
(I) Durocher Leo 12.
(1) M Big and
E Big O, Big are nicknames heir 11.1
(1) Orioles
Baltimore Stoddard, Tim
10.
(1) Orleans New 9.
(1) Dallas and Bay Green Two 8.
(2) Pirates the
for plays Dale son Berra's Yogi 7.
(2) Keon Dave
1967
6.
(6) Louis St.
Minnesota, Oakland, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Angeles, Los 5.
(1) Hayes Elvin 4.
(1) McEnroe John 3.
(1) Dame Notre at played All 2.
(1) Berger Sam 1.

-

-

William "Chip"

Mcßain

Things are not all that bad. Ever about the constitution andput all their
since humansfirst climbeddownfrom energy and effort into developng sport
the trees and stole theirfirst piece oj in this country. It is now abundantly
meat they have been bitching about clearfrom the various Canada-Soviet
their present condition being worse hockey series, the Canada Cups and
than it ever had been before. Maybe most recently, the Expos
they werre right. The world is always participation in baseball playoffs,
becoming more complex. After all, that sport is one of our nations
men have not had to worry about the greatest unifying forces. We must,
price of a phone callfor very long or however, hope that Montreal and the
the score of a baseball game for that Blue Jays never meet in the playoffs.
matter but then again, we don't sit at The resulting split in national
home and think about silly men in allegience could be devastating. I
bright colours and chain/ink running don't think we will have to worry for
off to liberate the Holy Land. It's all quite awhile though.
It seems that recently everyone was
relative. Men don't change very much
only the toys they play with.
hanging on every pitch andswing that
has involved the Expos. How many of
us hang on every word of an oil price
agreement or the constitutional
debate? Maybe sports points out our
If the government of Canada had solid unity beneath an upper crust of
some smarts, they'd give up babbling cracks and divisions.

Buffalo Chips

Sports Quiz
This week's quiz is double the usual
pize due to the holiday and non
sublication of the Cord last week.
Each question is worth a set value
mown in brackets at the end ofeach
inswer. Add up your score and see
how you rate.
Rating:
35-40 M.A. in sports trivia
30-35 close to expertise
25-30 a definite enthusiast
20-25 average fan
10-20 doing too much homework
0-10 plumber
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Rim Instead
by Joanne Rimmer

22. 1981

18.What does WLU football coach
I.Nelson Skalbania has caused a
Gary Jeffries do in the
of
the
stir
as
the
owner
big
summertime?
Montreal Alouettes. Who was
19.There are four active NFL
their previous owner?
players who have had 1,000 yard
2. What do Paul Hornung, Dave
seasons and wear number 34.
Casper and Alan Page all have in
Who
are they?
common?
20.What great moments in sports
3.When John McEnroe won the
occurred on the following dates?
U.S. Open this year, who was the
1954, January 15,
May 6,
defending champion?
January 15, 1967,
6,
1954,
May
4.What active NBA player has
March 8. 1971.
played the most years in the
league? 5.When the NHL expanded from six
to twelve teams, who were the six
new expansion teams?
6.When was the last time that the
Toronto Maple Leafs won the
Who was the
Stanley Cup?
MVP of that series?
7.What New York Yankee coach
has a son playing in the Major
Leagues? What team does he play
for?
B.How many different NFC teams
have won the Super Bowl?
9„Kemember when the Tampa Bay
O
Bucaneers started out by going
a "< g"
winless for almost two full
in » a
seasons? Who was the team that
g ~> odo
the Bucs first beat in a regular
3 S 2
3 » §
season game?
D a.
10.What baseball relief pitcher was a
3
member of the 1974 NCAA
"° >£L
g_.g
basketball champion N.C. State
Wolfpak with David Thompson?
« S
11. What do Oscar Robertson,
Elvin Hayes and Frank
c|
§ 3
Mahovlich have in common?
3 w
12."Nice guys finish last." Who
made this sports quote famous?
13.Most boxing fans would know
that Angelo Dundee is Sugar Ray
Leonard's manager.
Do you
know Tommy Hearn's cornerman?
14.Wh0 made up the GagLine of the
New York Rangers in .the early
19705?
15.What are the nicknames of the
sports teams for the following
Missouri, Stanford,
schools?
Kansas, Calgary?
16. What was the group of Gehrig,
Ruth, Mazzeri, and Meusel best

h»ave Guy
=

-

-

Known as?

Lafandleur

17.What

com n? Montreal

Andre sports

D£,

Dawson figures

Exposing the Expos
would not have been happier if the
Expos had fallen short in their fight
for a division title against the
Philadelphia Phillies. Here we had
an entire province (Quebec) and
from what can be determined,
almost every Canadian overboiling
with enthusiasm, when the Expos
defeated the Met's to extend the
previously shortened season; a
season which saw fewer games than
any other season for almost 50 years,
and teams with the best record in
baseball sitting idel to the glory and
the money. Nevertheless, the
Montreal Expos managed to pull it
out in the end, and obtain their first
division title in theirshort history as
a franchise a feat which wouldhave
been inconceivable had it not been
for the lengthy mid-season strike,
most probably staged by the Expo
organization.
Perhaps the most antagonizing
sight of all are the "so-called" fans
who would like nothing more than
to see the Expos go all the way. It's
not because they feel loyal to a team
which they've followedfrom rags to
riches, but it's because they would

-

like nothing more than to see a
Canadian team win the World
Series. Can you believe that? Of all
the commercialized and propogandized events that have been ruined in
the past because of so-called
Nationalism
who would have
thought baseball would follow suit?
It used to be fun to watch the Stanley
Cup until the Flyers won it for a few
years in a row, and then everybody
wanted the Stanley Cup back in
Canada
it finally ended up in
Montreal and nobody won.
Well, now we have fans who want
the World Series pennant in
Montreal. A Canadian team?
Ninety-five percent of all baseball
players are either Americans or
Mexicans, yet everybody wants the
Expos to win. Sure, they win, and
the players take the money home
where it either goes to Reagan or the
local Taco stand. How about
Oakland? At least Dave McKay
could hold some validity in
representing Canada, or for that
matter, how about Houston's Terry
Puhl? Let's go Canada, the hell with
Montreal!

-

-

The

ScientificLab
Industry
We're the leading supplier of
laboratory supplies, chemicals,
equipment and furniture to
this diverse Canadian Market.

Let's talk about a career.
Tuesday October 6th, 1981
Arts Lecture Hall
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Tamiae Face-off
by Hugh "Red" Reilly

TAMIAE HOCKEY SCHEDULE

one assist and Doug Miller put
himself in a four way tie for first
place in the scoring championship.
Final Score: Biz3: 3 and Biz6: 2.
The second game was marked by
rougher play and better refereeing.
The first period ended in a 0-0 tie.
There was some heavy hitting, as
witnessed by the obscure mixup
between Gerry Kurtz and Jeff
Deleplanque late in the period. The
score could have been higher if not
for the competent play of Biz4's
Kevin Day. Tim Towers opened the
scoring early in the second period
for Bizl with a picture goal as he
stole the puck from the Biz 4defense
and out-manoevered Day for an
unassisted goal. Tim Wilson had an
opportunity for Biz 4but was fioled
by archenemy, John Munkittrick.
Dave Huxtable (Biz4) was downed

Two games were on tap Sunday
night for the opener of this year's
revamped Tamiae Hockey League.
The first game pitted Team 6against
3. The teams were evenly matched,
as evidenced by thefinal 3-2 score, in
favour of Biz 3.
Jamie Kennedyopenedthe scoring
in the first period with a picture goal
on a breakaway for Biz3. Troy
Thorne evened it up for Biz 6, and
thefirst period ended in a one-alltie.
In the second period, goaltending
was the story. John Walder made
some key saves for Biz? as .'id Terry
-"s "Toes") who
Toews (pr
played thi second ,alf of the game.
The thiru
saw a lot of
action at both ends. Biz3had goals
by Joe Willis and Tom Land, who
also got an assist. Bruce Latimer got

\XXIS%

with an injury but he managed to
return to the gameafter a rest. Dave
Gowan had the chance of a lifetime
with a breakaway from centre ice,
but hit the post, much to the crowd's
dismay.
John Mukittrick and Jeff
Deleplanque scored again for Bizl
and Barhy "The Enforcer" Duke
replied for Biz4, assisted by Gowan
and Huxtable. Glenn McCann and
Roland Osskie assisted for Bizl.
Final score was 3-2 for Bizl in a
game that was closer than the score
would indicate.
Remember, its still not too late to
sign up for thes THL. For more
info., phone Tim Wilson at 743-3895
or Barry Duke at 886-8995. Team
lists are posted in the Concourse.
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Game Times:
Sunday Nights 10:30 PM
Sunday Night 11:30 p.m.

11:30 PM

Wednesday Nights 11:00 PM

October

Sun 18
Sun 25

6-3
3-2

1-4
4-5

November
Sun 1
2-1
4-6
Sun 8
5-6 4-2
Sun 15
2-6
1-5
Sun 22
3-6 1-4
Sun 29 4-5 3-2

December

Wed
Wed
Wed
Wed

1-6

4 3-5
11 1-3
18
4-3
25 2-5
1-6
2-1

Wed 2
Wed 9

4-6

3-5

Sun 6

2-5

Wed 21
Wed 28

January

Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun

4-2
10 5-6
17 4-3 1-5
3-6
24
1-4
31 4-5 3-2

February

Sun 7
Sun 21

5-6
4-6

1-3
3-5

Wed 6
Wed 13
Wed 20
Wed 27

1-3
2-6
2-5
1-6

Wed 3
Wed 10

2-1
4-2

Hawkey team looks
promising

.

by Jim McCullough
The hockey Hawks of WLU face-

off against the UW Warriors
tomorrow night at the Waterloo
Arena. Game time is eight pm. Early
indications are that the Hawks will
be a force to be reckoned with the
OUAA this year. A solid nucleus of
returning players is complimented
by a high number of excellent
rookie prospects.
Last year's goaltenders were
Terry Thompson, Stu Roberts and
Tnhr> Sop. Thompson handled the
bulk >f the goaltending assignments
anu. received t he second team all-star
award. All three are back and once
again can be expected to provide allstar goaltending for the Hawks.
The defence is anchored by ruggd
fourth year man Paul McSorley and
crafty sophmore, Dave Bogart. The
bone-rattling body checks and
dazzling puck-handling of Mac and
Bogie will be back again to entertain
the fans and give the coaching staff
ulcers.
The Hawks are fortunate to have
not less than eight returning
forwards, leading the way are two
fourth year wingers, Dan
McCafferty and Don Poulter. The
line of Greg Mills, Jeff Clark and
Kirk Sabao will be reunited this year
and looking to improve on their
respectable sixty-two points in
twenty-two games. Don Speck,
Mark James and Marty McGeown
will alwo be back to continue their
high scoring ways.

Completing the Hawks roster is:
Wilf Rellinger, a former Waterloo
Siskins captain; three standouts
from K-W high school hockey, Rob
Deutschman, Ray Kremer, and Carl
Schlegel; Paul Roantree who played
Jr. A with the Peterborough Peters
and was drafted by the Buffalo
Sabres; Pat Lefreniere who played
Jr. A with the Hull Festivals; Mike
Gazzola who was the last year
Kitchener Ranger Jr. B team; Dave
Robson who played Jr. A with
Brantford Alexanders and
professional with the Saginaw
Gears: Kevin Pruder who played Jr.
A with the Guelph Platers; Kevin
O'Hara who played Jr. C in
Halliburton; and Bob Misselbrook
who has experience with both the
Kitchener Ranger Jr. A and Jr. B
teams.

The Hawks travelled to Oxford,
Ohio last weekend to take on the
Miami University Redskins.
Although both games were lost 6-1
and 11-2,much valuable experience
was gained. Among the more
important lessons were tactics of
guerilla warfare and techniques of
penalty killing, since the wearing of
a purple jersey seems to be an
infraction of the rules in hockey,
American style.
Nevertheless, the first real test
comes tomorrow night. This is the
first half of only two games all year
within easy walking distance of the
campus. The Hawks home arena is
the Auditorium in downtown
Kitchener, so start your Friday night
right with a Golden Hawkey victory.
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Coaches Are On The Ball
by Joanne Rimmer
Two "ex-limys" and an awards
director who taught in Africa make
up the coaching staff of WLU's
championship soccer team. Just as
many of the team members come
from all walks of life and points of
the earth, the three coaches hail
from very different backgrounds.
Barry Lyon, the soccer team's
offensive coach, is Laurier's Public
Relations and Alumni Director. A
personal friend of Lyon's, Bob
Brown, coaches the defense. Brown
~not affiliated with the university in
any other respect and owns his own
business selling typesetting
machines. Horace Braden, Director
of Student Awards, is the team's
third coach. Although they don't
sound like typical coaches, all three
are talented leaders, dedicated to the
game and genuinely interested in the
players.

wks roster is:
Waterloo
standouts
hockey, Rob
, and Carl
who played
Jugh Peters
the Buffalo
who played
;tivals; Mike
the last year
B team; Dave
Jr. A with
anders and
the Saginaw
who played Jr.
Platers; Kevin
Jr. C in
Missel brook
with both the
A and Jr. B
to Oxford,
take on the
y Redskins.
were lost 6-1
experience
the more
tactics of
techniques of
the wearing of
to be an
in hockey,
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Bob Brown

It is possible that soccer is "in the
blood" of Lyon and Brown. Both
played for many years in England
where the game is very popular.
Soon after coming to Canada m the
late 1960's, Lyon and Brown

'

Barry Lyon
coached minor soccer teams. Lyon
coached a 12-year-old Queensmount team in 1969 which was a
"fantastic team" Lyon said. One of
the betters players of that team, Bob
Laurier, now plays for Laurier. "We
go a long way back," said Lyon.
Lyon also has his Class 2 referee
certificate and has refereed for 12
years in Britian and Canada. Horace
Braden has the Class l certificate.
He has been involved with soccer
since he was a principal in a school in
Africa 30 years ago.
Braden, who has been at WLU
since 1966, is typical of the three
coaches as he is involved for the love
of the sport. "I've been around it a
long time," he said. Brown was
described by Lyon as "a soccer nut."
The coaches have also develped a
healthy respect for the players on the
team. "Many of them are fine your.g
men," Braden said. Lyon agreed.
"They're good players and all of us
have become close to them over the
last two years." He added that the
team is known for its' general
intelligence level. Last year, 15 of the
16 starting players were Business
students. "We called ourselves the

School of Business team," Lyon
joked. This year, there are 14 of 16
starters enrolled in business.
The team was first started by
Lyon and Braden two years ago. In
the early seventies, they made an
unsuccessful attempt at forming a
team since interest was so poor.
Whe~ the idea was presented again,
Athletic Director, Dave Knight
wanted proof of sufficient interest
before the department would
support the team. Inste~d of th~ 40
interested players wh1ch Kmght
demanded, 129 men signed up for
the team as well as 2~ women.
"Unfortunately, the g1rls were
disappointed," said Ly~n: .
In the mandatory exh1b1twn_year,
in which the team was to prove 1t was
competitive, they woh seve? games
and tied one. In the1r first
competitive year, they won the
OUAA title and went on the the
Canadian finals only to be bea~en by
the University of New Brunsw1ck, 31. Not bad for a first-year team!
Lyon said he knew the te_a~
would be competitive, because th1s IS
a competitive area, and they would

Horace Braden

have good chances of recruiting
good players. "I'm a bad loser. I like
to win. The team has the same
attitude . Lucily, we've been
winning," said Lyon.
The coaches have been pleased
with the support from the
administration. "I think they see a
bright future for soccer," Lyon
stated. He explained that many high
schools are dropping their football

teams in favour of soccer teams due
to the high expense of football
equipment. "As the number of high
school teams increase, it will be
easier to recruit good players, "Lyon
added.
The dedicated team and coaches
are out at Laurel Vocational School
every night to practice. They appear
as if they will be having another
good year to make the school proud.

Soccer Adds Another
Victory

•

hemmed into their own end. Right
On Saturday, at Guelph, . the from the start of the first half, Art
Wilfrid Laurier soccer team rece1ved Van Saten walked right through a
strong performances from players group of Guelph defenders only to
who usually do not see much playing have the ball kicked away on a good
time. The result was a well deserved defensive play. On the corner that
l-0 victory.
resulted, Paul Scholz and Dennis
Last week in Kingston, the soccer Monticelli had excellent chances but
Hawks had three players tossed out also failed to convert. As the half
of the game. By receiving red cards: progressed, the play was centred
Bob Laurier, Mark McGlogan and around mid-field and there were
Alex Karakokkinos were forced to very little scoring chances. With
sit out Saturday's game. Fullb_ack, about ten minutes left, Guelph had
John Doma, cracked a bone in his their only real chance of the game.
foot and was also unable to play Goalie Eyan Vaandering made a
against Guelph. In their place, Mike beautiful save by throwing his body
Huromy, Steve Hrak, Jamie Baird in front of the Guelph player before
and Mark Van Dongen all played he had a chance to get off his shot.
Five minutes later, Scott Fraser
solid games.
The first half of the game on made an excellent move down the
Saturday was rather scrambly. The sideline and crossed the ball over to
referee spend a lot of time calling Art Van Santen who dove through
fouls and a number of times play was the air and got his head on it to put
stopped due to small injuries. Laurier ahead 1-0.
The game was very aggressively
Guelph never had any real chances
in the first half. Laurier had two played by both teams. Art Van
good chances but did not convert. Santen and Mark Van Dongen
Vijendren Gnanasegran set up Scott played very strong physical games
Fraser after some fancy footwork from WLU.
Notes: Next Saturday the WLU
down 'the sidelines but the goalie
made a nice stop on the play. Mike Soccer hawks play a very important
Huromy missed from point blan_k game against the good Laurentian.
range after being set up by Denms team. On Sunday, Guelph defeated
Waterloo 1-0. This means if Laurier
Monticelli.
For the first ten minutes of the beats Laurentian and Waterloo
second half, the Hawks were all over loses or ties Western, WLU will
Guelph. They had the Gryphons finish in first place.

I/A~J~"C"7 , 9:30a.m. Today
We Could Have: But-Didn't VIJ
.-._'\/Paul Martin Centre
b. Marty \1athieson
On Saturday, October 17, the
WLU Rugby squad participated in
the 2nd annual Univeristy of
Waterloo Oktoberfest Ru.gby
Tournament. As the team is playing
a purely exhibition schedule, this
tournament was felt to be the high
point of the year for the rugby
Hawks. However, when the time
came to play ball, the Hawks were
disappointingly eliminated in two
matches, 4-0 in the first round to
Kitchener-Waterloo Pirates and 8-6
in the consolation round to Toronto
Scottish R.F.C.
The Hawks tuned up for the
tournament by scrimmaging against
archrival Waterloo on the
Wednesday prior to the tournament.
The scrimmage took the form of
three 30 minute "mini-games".
The first and
third games were 0-0 draws, the
second Waterloo won 4-0 on a late
try. Hawks captain, John Fisher,
classed it as a "good pre-tournament
game"
After the UW match, the
following squad was named for the
tournament:
Forwards: Hugh Carr-Harris, Scott
Cowman, Chris Dias, Chris Griffink
Eddie Holton, Mike Martin, Tim
Molyneaux, T rr \1"··· t ·•l•IY Steve
Rock~t. Bri1n Simpson 1;k "~" ' ·
Backs: Mark Ao ou,, .. •~rk Coldwel
Dan Edwards, John Fishe: . JamiL
Honderichs, Malcolm McArthur,
Sam Samadder, Paul Sheppard,
John Thompson.
Tournament day was a perfet
day for ru ~ oy. Wl l T had bec:n
cheduled to play
Toronto
Scottish. However, a~ iU am game
time neared, the Scot .Ish were not to
be found. (Too much Oktoberfestmg, perhaps?). The KitchenerWaterloo Pirates, being present at
10 am, thus became WLU's first
round opponents. The Pirates began

the match as if they were going to
blow WLU off park, threatening
several times to score; only some
intelligent kicks and last-ditch
tackles kept the Pirates from piling
up the score.
Gaining clear possession on
a line-out deep in Laurier territory,
the ball was given cleanly to the
Pirate backs who then utilized
several quick passes to go in for the
try. The conversion failed, leaving
the score 4-0. As the match wore on,
Laurier's superiority in fitness began
to tell, and the HawKs cai"P rn0re
and more into the game. I 'I.Ct:lien .
running by the backs, partiCUlaJI)
Fisher, McArther and Sheppard,
advanced the ball deep into Pirate
territory; however, failure to
properly support these breaks
resulted in the Pirates being able to
recover and prevent a Laurier score.
The match ended 4-0 for the Pirates.
Laurier now found itself in the
consolation bracket paired against
Toronto Scottish, who had finally
assembled their team only to lose to
UW in the opening round.
ln sharp contra~t to
the first round match, Laurier struck
quickly. Off a line-out, the ball came
to Moskaluk, who evaded two
Scottish defenders before releasing a
well-timed pass to McArthur, who
ran in for the try. McArther swiftly
converted the try, giving Laurier a
6-0 lead.

The Sc.ottisl- forwar•' .:star :,J,,ng domination in bot < ,e·_
ancJ loosl pieces, main tained u . ~
pre~~ure, resulting in a trv which was
only a matter of time. The
conversion failed, leaving the
"r -4 to Laurier.
halftirr
Th , ~ ..:utu~" truck quickly in the
second hall. I ne kickoff went out of
bou ads just short uf the Laurier
goal-line. A penalty against Laurier

resulted in a scram on the 5 metre
line; from there, Scottish pushed the
ball over for the try.
The match ended 8-6 to Scottish.
The next match for the team is tnis
Saturday against Trent here in
Waterloo. It is hoped that the
lessons learned in the tournament
will be put into effect, giving the
squad its second win of the season.

MICHAEL WILSON
--former Minister of State for
Internation Trade
--P.C. Finance Critic

The

Health/Science
IndUstries
We're looking for individuals for
positions in non-technical and
technical sales, marketing and
operations to enhance our
leadership pQsition in these
dynamic industries.

Let's talk about a career.
Tuesday October 6th, 1981
Arts Lecture Hall
•••

•••
•••••••
•••••••
McGaw Supply Ltd.
•••••••
...
...
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Gourmet six ounce burgers

Done to your individual taste
Variety of salads with spinach or
lettuce, each completely different
Stuffed veal cutlets
Fresh baked quiche
Exotic foot-long hot dogs

$3.60
24 entrees forWineunder
and Beer
Licensed for

Corner ofKing and William Streets
BESIDE THE DONUT CASTLE
WE NOW HAVE A VIDEO GAME
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YOUR OWN WAREHOUSE
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SIZES 5 x 10- 5k 15
10x10-10x16-10x20
OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE
UPON REQUEST
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Whydo
youthirik
they're

886-7350 yy
WATfRLOO

IF YOU'RE GUT OUTFOB US
WE'LL CUT OUT THE COST
OF GOING TO UNIVERSITY

called'safes?
Condoms manufactured by Julius Schmid can help keep you safe from
an unwanted pregnancy. When used properly, they can help keep you safe from the
transmission of venereal disease. And they can keep you safe from side effects

W"'
Canadian
The
Forces Regular Officer Training
Plan is for senior high school students who have
come to grips with what they want out of life.
If you feel you're cut out for a life of excitement, security and satisfaction with the
Canadian Forces, well pay your tuition and pay
you while you take a degree in any one of more
than 40 disciplines at a Canadian Forces
college or a Canadian accredited university of
your choice. When you graduate, you'll step
right into an interesting and well-paid position
as an officer in the Canadian Forces.
For more information, visit your nearest recruiting centre or mail this coupon. You can also
call collect — we're in the Yellow Pages under
Recruiting.
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associated with other forms of birth control.
All Julius Schmid condoms are electronically tested to assure dependability
and quality. So you'll be safe.
_-,

|gj Julius Schmid.

Products you

tan

depend on, products for people who really care.

THE CANADIAN
Ap. MED FORCES
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Canadian Forces Recruiting Centre

I'm interested in hearing more about the Regular Officer Training I
I
Elan. Please send me information without obligation.

I Name

_________________________

[

Addiew

|

City

I

School

l___.

I

I

Prov.

Portal Code

|

Present Grade

----I
JULIUS SCHMID

Uf CANADA LTD. 34

METROPOLITAN ROAD. TORONTO. ONIARIO MIR 218 MANUFACIUPERS Of RAMSES. SHEIK, NuFORM. EXCITA. FEIHERLIIE, FIESTA AND FOUREX BRAND CONDOMS

